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Model UN "ECi; Convene Assembly
The Model United Nations
sponsored by tlie World Af:._
fairs Coupcil will open its .•
General Assembly Friday aF
7 p.m. in the Engineering Au- :
ditorium.
_
Fifty-two countries a r e
being represented including
the Big Four, said Ghazi R.

Aboulhosn , president _ o! the
General Asse~bl:(.

cy, the Nigerian crisis, disarmament and other humanitarian issues.
- The Model U.N. will run
. ABOULHOSN said t h at
some of the issues - on the Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
agenda of the General Assem- · Sunday ~t 4_ p.m. an award
bly are problems Of the Mid- . ceremony will be held to recdle-East, recognition of China, ·- ogn~ ~utstandirig delegates,
South_ Africa's . apartheid poll-

said Aboulhosn.
"Perhaps the most valuable
experience to be derived from
participating in this Model is
that of looking at problems
and seeking agreement from
a different point of view," explained Arboulhosn.

Rathskellar
Floor .Plan
Examined
.

''WHEN DEBATING from a
position which is not necessarily one's own, it soon .becomes ·
c_Iear that no single · nation
and no single people· has a
monopoly of · the qualities
which make for peace, _prosperity and human dignity," he ·

said.
Any student interested in
representing a country or observing the Model may arrange that with the office of
the Model Administration in
UC 214 or by calling extension

300.

.

.

Entertainment, atmosphere, - . pie and that will increase the
communication wi..thin the uni- ·
prices will be features of the - versity community.
R a t h s k e 11 a r now 'being
THE GENERAL philosophy

a special menu and moderate

,l
UNIVERSITY OF SpUTH FLORIDA

.
IT
f o··R BLACK STUDIES-UN

planned for USF.
proposed floor
plan· for
theA Rathskellar
was presented
at the last committee meeting
iby Raymond King, Director of
Fo~ and Housing.
THE PLAN to convert the
south side of the University
Center Dining area includes
the removal of ·the two walls
separating the . main dining ·
area from the two smaller
dining rooms.
Included in the plans are· a
dance floor which may be
used for dining during the
day, a stage, booths, and
table groupings for large parties or seminars.
The sketch was drawn up by
interior decorator provided
by Staff Industries, an afffil.
ate of Morrison's Cafeterias.
FOLK SINGERS, rock
groups and other entertainment ·would · be featured
through :the Coffeehouse Circuit.
The philosophy and purpose
of the USF Rathskellar is to
provide an informal meeting
place which will cater to the
entire university community.
The philosopfi)I of development is twofold. The Rath- '
skellar is being palnned as a
facility ~at will attract peo-
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Help For Biafra

· , -· · -

is open-ended in order to e·
·. ,
- allow adapt
the facilitychange
· ..
-and
to tlieto campus
needs as trends appear.
.
The All-University Rathskellar Committee- members are
Chairman Bob Meyer~- SecApproximately: 30 members oinmended by the Society to
retary of Commuter Affairs; of USF Afro-American Society "correct the malignantly racBetsy Tonkin - Student Gov- jnarched to· Pres. Jolin &- Al- ist nature of this institution;"
ermpent (SG) Senator.; Rich. len's office Monday to present - 1. Tocrease black
student
ard Fason - ~ Representa- him with
list of demands enrollment to at least 10 per
five; -M ary Margeret Rutledge leading to the · formation of a
cent of total enrollment .
- SG Senator; Robert Hogue Black Studies Department by
2._ Initiate an autonomous
. ··,
.
.
.
- SG Representative; Ri~h· mack Studies Department. aL\rn,..!Rmimmmm~.;;
ard Vincent
Political
3. Increase the number of
C o u n c i I; Hilda Lough black
counselors, administraThe. USF Black students
Oracle staff; Graham Solotors
and
professors in areas
mons .- AA,UP Chapter Presi- will hold_a rally today a.t 2
outside
of
black
studies.
p.m
..
on (Jn:sent Hill to publident; Duane Lake - Director,
· 4. Establish a separate
cize
their
list
of
demands
preFood and Housing; Raymond
black scholarship and loan
King - Director, Food and sented to Pres. John Allen
?tlonday.
,;W,a,y-n e Johnson, fund.
Housing ; · Diane Salvage •
press
secret.art.
· of Jl:te AtroAdministrative and Recording
THE SOCIETY ALSO inAmerican Club, said;· "The in- cluded_ specific proposals
Secretary; Richard Plocica tent of the Bisel~ demands is for the Black Studies DepartYoung Democrats.
institutional racism ment including the following:
The main commjttee is di- t.o
vided i n t o subcommittees and all other hybrid forms of a director acceptable to black
which will focqs on specific racism at this University." students, the provision that
aspects of the Rathskellar de-' He encouraged all interested the Society act as the reprevelopment. The chairmen of persons to a.Uend.sentative body of the black
these subcommittees are
students, course should be in"i&&tC&
22 QJ, sJAh.4&.QJi
Richard Fason - Finance
terdisciplinary and current
Committee; Mary Margaret
1
courses should be taught by
Rutledge - Arts and Enter- Quarter I of next year.
prefera-bly
black professors,
Allen's dobr was locked.
tainment Committee; and
and
the
department
should
_They then "'.ent peacefully
Richard Vincent Legal
eventually lead Jo a de~ in
to·
Dean
of
Student
Affairs
Committee.
Herbert Wunderilch's office black studies} - .
In a meeting after . their
and- gave the letter to him.
march, the group ~ld a newsT H J!J Y ·REQ[!.i!SfED _a man that a partial ,re¥<Jn for
reply in writing~to their de- the ~ ck of,'black students .on..._ ,_
-,-c,
~
.... "
- ..- \
' ...,-1.,;,(is'""'•
.-1;
• ~ ! l . - ~ J'• Ftttla
'.
y':.'l,. . """ . this campus, "only 100, was ,
."}-The f~~wn_g ~teps -are ,rec- due to the score needed for ' 1
entrance on_the state-wide se- •
nfor placement exam "based , '
P-rsonnel Needed For on a white middle class high
I
school. system." They said
Fall-·Frolics P.lanni11g
QUESTION: Why· does,one never hear the bells ring-in the
that o~ly five per cent of the
Interviews will be held to- blacks in the state could qualSocial Science Building? · ·
... .
ni(lit a~~-i.l'hllf5?~Y'"
ify.
.
.
ANSWER: Mr. Earl 'Henry, in Physical Plant Operations, for available positions evening
on the
Otha
Favors
said
the
,group
says that the bells should be i:inging in that building, but that Fall Frolics Committee.
was in no way nationally affil.
the matter will be looked--into._ ·
'
,,;.
They will 'be ·conducted in the
iated, but there was a relaQUESTION: What is all tlie digging between th~ TAT, FAH, University ~ntei 203 and ~ tionship bet:,veen · their -de1
from 7 to 9- p.-in. Experienced
ADM, and PHY? ·
mands ~d those of black stupel'S!)ns in publicity, press .
ANSWER: An extension of underground ·utilities for future and art are 1_1eeded· in adclitiop dents at other universities.
electrical lines is being planned.
· ' to general h~p~· -,, · 'I
(_Please see B~CKS, Page 2)

Fast Day Set;

To Fe-ed -Kids
From Nige ria

a

an

end

USF Blacks .Assemble In UC

USF's Circle K Club will sponsor a Fast Day next
Wednesday as part of their current "Help feed the starving children in Nigeria-Biafra" drive.
In cooperation with Morrison's and the Allen and
O'Hare Company, the cost of the meal voluntarily niissed
from the Morrison's food program next Wednesday will
be donated to the Biafra fund.
DURING THE WEEK PRIOR to Fast Day
checkpoints will be ·set up in the ·university Center Lobby
(UC), Andros ·tenter, Argos Ceriter, and Fonatan Cafeteria for students who wisb to join the fast. Their names
will be taken and then double-checked during Fast Day.
In addition to the fast contributions, Circle K will
have donation cannisters in the UC Lobby and throughout
the campus for those who wish to contribute.
·
The money raised will be given to the United Nations
Children Fund (UNICEF) for purchasing food.
The club will also sponsor a free film, A Matter of
Life or Death, today at 2 p.m. in the Business Administration Auditorium. The film deals with the Biafra situation.

"~-~",.,·6f'9 ~- .-

And· ·Ma,rch ·To .Present ·Demands
.

'

~l

.

als concerning demonstrators
at the Eat Allen demonstration in May by "the University of South Florida," accprding to the Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Department.
His bond was later reduced
to $2,()00 and '. his hearing -~ iet
for Thursday -in Justice of the ·
Peace Court. Coe has re~ed
his "full-time student in good·
standing" rating. with th~ im.i•
versity.
·

~:ompetition. Open

'Hey, .Mr. · Ice Cream Man
"Hey Mr. Ice Cream Man, give a cone t.o
me, 'cause rm hongry and ~here's no place
else I'd rather be." Such was the apparent
tbeme (in this micro-happening) of the LoveIn Sunday at Rowlett Park. The seven-boor
gathering drew several hundred people from

..

.. . '

USF and the surrounding area. Music _was
rotated· every hour and its
came from
local bands. There were no "incldeO:ts," although the Tampa Police Department was
present, and the afternoon
peaceful •••
as love-ins are supposed to be.
.

source
was

The purpose of the grants is

to increase mutual understanding between the people
of the U.S. and other countries

l

ll
f1

1

•

'

The Consul General of Nigeria, Peter Aiolabi, will
speak on Present Trends in African Politics, with emphasis on the Nigerian-Biafran conflict, Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Chinsegut Hill.
He is speaking for Michael Nwanze's class, African
Politics. For further information call the Political Science
Department, ext. 384. Nwanze emphasized that all interested persons are invited to attend, whether they are-enrolled in the class or not. Anyone wishing a ride should
meet at_the University ~nter at 1 p.m.
-'

,tion was an absurd and laughable one, those , students are
never the less deserving ·of
protection : ag~st incriminati\m. ·
, _"On Ap,ril 16, · Coe informed
µ1e of the pictures; _and I appointed.· him official spokes.on the issue, · charging
him .with the re~ponsibility of DR. . NORMAN FRIEDMAN
in:vestigating. the problem and
•.. visiting scholar.
reporting to me.
· _
"dn April 25, Coe, Rutledge,
Griffin;_ Bill Humphries, sec\ANDER S·O N explained retary of public relations, and
the circumstances of -the ar- students Ray Zagorski and
rest as follows: .
Bob Van Hook met with El, "On April 15, Senators .l:oe, liott Hardaway, dean of adMary Margret Rutledge and ministrative affairs, by apDoug Griffin became aware of pointment, _ and questioned
Dr. Norman Friedman, propictures which - rould be in- him about the pictures. Dean
fessor of English at Queens
criminating . against certain Hardaway's answers were
'Collegr, New York, will speak
stiidimts who had. participated · ev.asive and insulting. .
tonight. at 8 in the Physics A,uin the Eat Allen demonstraditorlum on "Readings of E.
. tion. Though -the demonstra- : "COE WAS SOON · _con·
E.
Cummings with Commen~ l,!ted by members of - the
sheriff's department who de- tary." This lecture "is part of the
jnanded the return of -the picVisiting
Scholar Series spontures at the threat of arrest. ·
sored
-by
the English Depart•
Coe ob~~~ the Picture$ for ·
the police at that time. On ment.
A native of Boston, Prof.
May 2 he was arrested and
Friedman
received his Ph.D.
the bond. was twelve funes the
maximlim -fine he could be _from _Harvard in 1952 where
he specialized in literary critithrough the exchange of per• ~barged if found guilty."
Anderson summed up his cism and theory, and Victqrisons, knowledge and skills.
ALTHOUGH U.S. GOVERN- feelings on the situation: an and modern literature.
He has taught at the UniMENT funding for .the past "The entire event has become
versity
of Connecticut, The
a
maliciously
calculated·
at.year W/iS severely cut and the
total nuµ1ber -of grants _re, tack upon Coe, ·and an indi- New School for Social Reduced from - 825 to approxi- rect assault upon . the authori- search in New York City, and
mately 275, it is expected that ty of - the Student Govern- was a lecturer at the University of Nantes, France.
there will be at least this num- ment."
Anderson said the circumFriedman has written four
ber of awards available for
1970-71. No definite informa- stances surrounding the in- books, including "~. E. Cumtion on quotas has yet been vestigation "smack of deceit mings: The Art of Poetry,"
and vindictiveness on the part and 42 essays on literary critireceived.
Candiates who wish to apply of administration and public cism, poetry and litera_ture
for an award must be U.S. cit- officials alike. At best, it hints for academic journals.
of incompetence and poor
The public is invited to at· '
(See FULBRIGHT, Page Z) _judgement."
tend tonight's lecture.

F~lbright Awards

Photo by Wiley Brooks

J

***
-Nigerian

SG lnyestigating , Team

The Iristitute of :·International Education (IIE) h a s
opened competition for the
1970-71 competition for U.S.
government awards under the ·
Fulbright-Hays Act for Scholarship for · Graduate Study
Abroad.
Information,
applications
·'a nd brochure are· available in
the Placement Office, Administration 275, extension 2895.

I

~l

Chinsegut

Coe _Incident GOes -To
Steve Anderson, Student
Government (SG) president,
has appointed a legislative investigating team to "search
out and report'• to- him and
the legislature on questions
arising in their minds concerning the May 2 arrest of
Senator Roger• Coe for the
possession of stolen property.
Anderson said the problem
is "an absolutely unbearable
situation which places Student
Government in a most untenable position. ·One which dares
us either show our weakness
by passivity and silence, or
test our strength by resp9nse
and action."
COE'S BOND WAS set at
$6,000 ~pllowing a request for
an investigation surrounding
missing. photographic materi-

f
I

":':ro=spedk .A't

D i\af

(See relil.ted editorial, page 4)

l

man-

Visiting ·scholar
From Queens
·To lecture

Health Center
To Begin Study
This Monday.
.The Student Health Center
will conduct an opinion survey
among USF students starting
ori May 26 on the adequacy of
health services.
The survey will allow the
<;enter to sbape its services to
meet the needs of the students
niore favorably , Dr. Robert L.
Egolf, director of the Center
said.
The results will be valuable
if a high percentage of tlie
questionnaires are returned,
said William Anton , statistician at the Developmental
Center.
600 students have been randomly chosen from the entire
student body, which will insure representation of the
whole university, Dr. Egolf
said. ·
The questionnares will be
sent out by mail and must be
returned no , later t I:i a n
Wednesday June 4.

Psychopathology
Series Speaker
Friday Is Melvin
Kenneth B. Mefvin, Department of Psychology, University of Alabama, will speak Friday ,at 2 p.m.- in the Education
Building (EDU 302), continuing the Psychology Department Lecture Series on "Experimental Psychopathology."
Dr. Melvin will speak on the
"Vicious Circle Behavior:
Current Research and Theory."
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250 Protest Hershey Visit
By JOHN THOMSON
• Staff Writer

Hershrey Received •~andidly' In St. Pete

IN KAPPA DELTA Pl SPEECH·

Faircloth: Reasoning
Best TO ·' Solve ISSues
*· * *

New Left Said
'Psychopathic'
·By Definition
By RICARDO PLAN~ .
Staff Writer

1

Conservative Dr. Phillip~
Crane-, president of the Foun-'.
dation of ·Human Rights, said
last Thursday that "a good
deal ·of .the New'.Left today is
by definition psychopathic,"
anti - intellectual, anti - dem··
ocratic, and immoral.
~
Crane, who spoke about student unrest on -campuses, said ··
!fiat "Mass paranoi~,is sweepmg the_campus now. ._ , •';;-1 . ,
ORANE,: ADDED that to- .
1
cfay's· young p-eople feel
less. There is · no need for
these young'-people to work ·a t
an early a ge. Unable to live
with a· sense of uselessness,
t h e y experience an "inner
•
frustration," he said.
Crane at tr i b u t e d this
frustration in -p art to technology and the tremendous afflu• ence in our society.
Referring to the New Left,
he characterized the movement as · "the little Franken,
stein monster,t' a product of
an intellectual orthodoxy that
has invaded the higher educa.:
tional circles, and which holds
the liberal establishment as
. its principal target._

use:

AS A. SOLUTION to campus
unrest, Crane pfoposed the
"denationalization" of the
state university system.
"Make students pay the full
cost of their education,"
. through loans from private
sources or the government, he
said. This would force the student to consider.why he wants
to go to college, and whether
he is willing to take his education seriously, he added.
Dr. David Leonard and Dr.
Joseph Della Grotte, both
USF history professors, were
also in the panel and took the
liberal position.
Leonard said that "our cri-

State Attorney ae·n eral Earl
Faircloth said' last Friday
night that, ,students have a
righf to nonviolent dissent and
that reasoning was the key to
solving problems on the campus.
Faircloth said that if he
were-a demonstrator he .would
use· the first amendment of
the Constitution and "exercise
my power of. free speech and
carry it as -:far as' I could to
cause-.some commotion."

More than 250 students and
a tiny delegation of senior citizens marched and rallied in
protest of the Vietnam war
and the draft last Thursday at
the appearance of Gen. Lewis
B. Hershey at the Bayfront
Center in St. Petersburg.
The demonstration w a s
staged by the Bay Area Coalition, the student group that
organized the protest. against
Defense Secretary Melvin
Laird at St. Leo College last
month.
One senior citizen, who carried a sign .which read, "Gen.
Hershey, Are You Collecting
Your Social Security?" said,
"I'm enthusiastic about the
movement. We need each other's help. We sh~uld listen to
each other." He also remarked that the young gener•
ation will ''kick all those
bums out of Congress." One
elderly woman, claiming she
. was "77 years young" said,
' "The youth of today demand
·
true statesmanship."
The protestors , assembled
on Mtinicipal Pier, -forming a
line which spanned · several
blocks, and proceeded along
Bayshore-Drive to the ,Center.

The march was headed by a
couple, Mr. and Mrs. David
Jones and their two-yea!'-old
daughter, Jennifer. The little
girl wore two signs which
read, "What kind of world are
you leaving me?" and "Don't
draft my daddy."
A contingent of Blacks from
the Junta of Military Organi-·
zation (JOMO) marched silently along with the protesters.
Zeke Kenyatta, who spoke for
the group, stated that their
purpose there was to protest
"anything that has to do with
Blacks\ going to Vietnam. This
, is a racist war. We have more
problems. here than we have
in Vietnam," said Kenyatta.
Arriving at the Bayfront' auditorium, the group was led
behind the building to the
parking lot where they reassembled in a .demonstration
area marked off with yellow
1
traffic cones, saw horses and
signs. Some of the students
yelled, "They'ire leading , us
into the pig-pen, brothers," as
they entered the area.
Once inside the designated
area, three draft cards were
burned. One Florida Presbyterian College student, :who
would not give his _name, ·
daimed the card he was burni ng was a 1-A ·classification

and had not expired. He trem- raphers in t~e crowd) will go do its bidding."
-in little files and someone will . A petition which a spokesbled as he lit the caret
Another youth, David Kai- take down what I say, try and man said will be sent to Pres.
ser of Boston, who said he find out my name, etc. That's Nixon, was passed among the
was on leave from. Harvard, what I call totalitarianism. demonstrators, requesting" "a
burned an old card. Later That•~ how it happened . in new and impartial man put in
Kaiser •burned another ex- Nazi Germany." .
charge of Selective Service at
pired card after making a
He continued, "The state the earliest possible date.'' ·. : :
speech to the group. "It's has a weapon whereby it can
The protestors waited ior
old," he told them, "it's call any male citizen between Hershey to leave the building.
meaningless.. But yet ·again certain ages, which is usually
They dispersed shortly . after
it's very, verj meaningful. So, the 'hot' of the population, to 'fhen he did not show.
if I can symbolically destroy
the system •••" He then lit
the card as the protestors
cheered wildly.
A series of speakers addressed the demonstrators
from a P.A. system set up by
FL.ORICA
the city. At one point a middle-aged man who repea~dly
referred to the United States
as "the greatest country in
the world" told the demonstrators, "You young people
have to learn to love your
country ••• let's all ibattle together to do something worthwhile, but this sort of thing
will not do it • • • this is support of our country?" The
protesters yelled "yes 1"
Dr. .Joseph A. DellaGrotte,
USF · assistant pl1)fessor of
history, told the groiJ.p, " We
live with fear, we live With
apprehension because those
pictures (speaking of photog-

-tllaoAB~

.

.

.

el'I
Fulbright Awards Op_
_
(Continued from Page 1)

accident insurance and an
cidental allowance.

fn.

Tunisia, Turkey, and Yugoslavia. •

izens at· the time of ·applicaFQR HOLDERS of grants to
tion, have .a bachelor's degree
Blacks
or its equivalent before the Australia, China '(Republic
(Continued from Page 1)
beginning date of--. the grant of) , Finland, Germany, India, ·
At the same time the· black
and, in most cases, be profi- Iran, Japan; Korea, Norway, . students were presenting their
cient in the language of the Poland, Portugal, Romania, demands, the Liberal A r t tr
host country. Selections will and Turkey a maintenance al- Council was meeting ta.· ·disbe made on the basis. of aca- lowance will be provided for cuss plans for a black studies
demic and-or professional rec- one or more 'accompanying program.
ord, the feasibility of the ap- d~pendents.
Study of an interdisciplinary
In a speech to -USF's nation- plicant's proposed study plan,
.A limited number of travel curriculum with a major in
s~is the symptom of a much al , educational h -o n o r.a r y language preparatjon and pergrants is available to supple- Afro-American studies which
profounder ..crisis." He re- Kappa :Oelta Pi, · Faircloth sonal qualifications.
maintenance and. tuition could lead to a baccalurede
ment
ferred to George Wald, pro- said ..everyone has a light ·to ' PREFERENCE. IS given to
scholarships granted to Amer- degree has !been been under
fessor from, Harvard, who
protest within the law. He applicants between the ages
said that m\my people are said we needed ~wlution not of 20 and 35 and to candiates ican students by foreign gov- discussion for several weeks,
ernments, universities and according to Russell M.
simply afraid•of whether there
revolution in recognizing that who have not had prior oppor- prlvate donors.
Cooper, dean of the College
is going to be . any future for there is always· a .need for tunity for extended study or
The foreign grants are of LI"beral Arts.
mankind. ·
residence abroad, with the ex- available for Austria, France,
change.
He said representatives of
REFERRING TO the stuHe called toiiay'SJ demon- ception of those who have Germany, Iceland, Israel, the black student gtoup had
dent protest movement, Leon- strations not tyranny but re- served in the armed forces. Italy, Mexico, Poland, Ro- been asked I,y the council
ard said, "Those who seek to belliop against the existing
Cteative and perforining J?ania, Sweden, Switzerland, to. help shape.the curriculum. ·
gain by change, may begin by school order.
artists will not be required to
petition, protest, and an · athave a bachelor's degree, but
•
.
Faircloth sa.Jd . we ha~. they must have four years of
tempt to demonstrate. When
Meet the man with.the
rthey find this,:~s met with in- enough .laws ..to arrest those professional study or equiva•
~
~pllcants
-~rience.
l~n
-the-:.
o~
vi~ce
to_
turn
~
wJ:io
difference, or-byp~tical re-_
Collt!ge Senior Pfan
~ p@t
~k.mustJiave at least,
:· • ·sponset Jand~e pre~ure~ d •·camp~.
·---•--<
":-~._,•~A
Edmond M..
Faircloth also put some of two years of professional exthe need for change mcreases,
If you"re a college senior or graduate
then there is the tendency the blame on campus disor- perience after the Master of
student, Protective Life' s Col iege Senior
ders on universities and. ad• .Social Work degree. Applito escalate.''.
Plan is for you. This unique life insurancePicnic cloth print gingham of
savings program offers special benefits· at
Leonard said·that what dis,. ministrators w'ho fail to keep cents· in the field of medic~e
preferred rates. And your policy_ is commust--have-an M.-B.-at the time - · Da~~~ polyester/cotton with
pletely paid up by normal retirement age.
gusts him most is the failure UJ:) with the times.
Remember, too, that prem(um deposits
.
application.
of
.
stu•
the
supported
Faircloth
a cris:P, -~.hite cotton pique bib
·
of ·the adult world to be realismay be deferred until your e.arnings inbe
will
grants
of
types
~o
used
concept
oease. Sound like a plan worth investigatombudsmen
dent
tic about the·-changes taking
ing? It is. Get full information from your
front surrounded with sweet
Protective Life College Representative.
place in the w6rld. "We con- to represent students to ad- available _through IIE under .
the Fulbnght-Hays Act: lJ.S.
ministrations.
· i "- eyelet rnffles, 5 to 13, $11, in
tinue to liv~ in the 19th Centu- 1
Government Flul Grants -an.d EDMOND M. DORMAN
· Junior- Sportswear, all stores
ry," he added.
Suite 206 Mariner Bldg.·
U.S. Government T-r a v e 1
5415 Mariner Street
Prof. Della Grotte said that
except ~Gandy Blvd. Store for
.
Grants.
Tampa, Fla. 336P9 •
Tel: 877-8391
"We live in a society that.puts
.A FULL ·AWARD will pro· Homes.
a great premium on the
vide a grantee with tuition,
measurement ·of man by the
maintenance for one academmaterial product he produces,
ic· year in one country, roundlby profit, ap.d hard work."
trip transportation, health and
' ~
r
HE SAID that this .is the
Se~ education. in. the public
form .of violence· that is built schools as part of an "interna- .
within the system. This can tional Communist conspiracy"
be observed, he said, "in the was the theme'ot a -recent lecway we treat people, the way ture in Curtis Hixon Hall.
Bob Allgood; a Sarasota
we have manipulated and invoiced his views ·op• '
minister,
strumentalized human be- ,
posing sex education in a proings," be.added.
gram sponsored by the Flori. ,
The values.and e~os of this da Coalition of Patriot Soeconomic liberalism, s a i d cieties.
<
•
Della Grotte, are being ch~A professed John Birch solenged today. .
ciety member, Allgood titled
"The protest youth,'' he his talk "The Rape of Innoadded, "is in search of a new cent Minds." The Slide talk
perspective as opposed to dealt with pornography and
profit, production, etc. It is a sex education and featured a
new perspective on l i f e Birch Society slide program
througfi aesthetics, through about the "Eex Education a,nd
. The oJderfolks have their own tanning products. Tanya is•new.'
beauty, through love and co- Information Council of the
It turns on a new breed of sun·worshipers. That's you. You want
United States" (SEICUS).
operation,". he said.

..

Dorman

Birch Society
Member Blasts
Sex Ed-ucation

all-girl
! }gham
_ gi_

shift-

PROTEd;~~•• .
W.....<l.tt-.tit..... '11. ~

anya·~rooves •
onyour o }t

a natural Hawaiian tan-deeper, faster. Only Tanya can give it to you.
Because Tanya has Hawaii's favorite tanning agentscoconut oil and cocoa butter. So Tanya boosts the sun's
natural tanning rays. Make today happen .•. your Way ... get with Tanya.
A full line of suntan producfs for today's sun children ......
at your bookstore.

VAN HEUSEN

"417"
VANOfRESS SIIlRTS
ihe movers, the slimuiaters, coUege
men turning their "now" thoughts into
action, demand the best in "now"
shirt fashion ••• Van Heasen "417"
Vanop ress. Fe1J.turlng the new lpnger 'point Brooke cellar, made to be worn
with or without a pin, V-Taper fit, .7button frgnt, longer shirt tall. Ahd,wfth.
Yanopress, the last word In permanent press. All In rich new solid tones,
e~citing new stripes arid checks.
Van Het1sen "417" Vanopress •••where
••new" really means "now!"
And now fro~ Van H11i11n... P111port 311 M1n'a Toll1trlt1,

COCONUT OIL AND
COCOA BUTTER
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IN UC EVENTS -

Family Day Carnival To Be · Held·· Saturday
FamiJy Day Carnival, an
annual outing for USF students, staff, fac;ulty and their
cjlildren, will be held on Saturday, from 1 p.m. until 4
p.m., at the USF Riverfront
Property.
'

the book goes through at least
10 editions. "Animals in Danger" has been cited as outstanding by the editors of
"Christian Science Monitor,"
"Audubon"· and "Publisher's
Weekly."

Dorothy and Frances Wood
are currently doing research
for a new book tentatively entitled . "Forests are for People."
Other books by the .Woods
include: · "The Cat Family,"
"Enchantment of America,"
"The Bear Family," "Plants
All day long children may with Seeds" -and "Beavers."
play at ·"games of chance" inThe final portion of the Unieluding ring toss, bottle versity Center's 1969 Bridal
throw, sponge throw, and Series, "A · bridal Fashion
pitching pennies every Show," will be held today ar7
·child wins a prize. In addition p.m ..in the :UC Ballroom.
prizes for the Fishing Contest
The show will feature
will be awarded for the larg- gowns, bridesmaids apparel
est, smallest and µgliest fish. and bridegroom wear. Gowns
- Other features include free will ,be furnished courtesy of
kites, refreshments for sale . Modern Bridal Shoppe of
(compliments of Morrison's) Tampa, and the men· will-•be
and Rest Room facilities will wearing tuxedos from Mitchbe available. Information bro- ell's Tuxedo of Tampa.
~hures· are available at the · A real wedding cake and
UC Information Desk. Call punch will climax the eveext. 637 - Mrs· Jean Bond - for ning's presentation of the fin•
,more information.
· est in wedding wear. Models
The University Center will for the show include USF
~=sent Dorothy and Frances coeds and three male. sfurdents,
..
Wood, two Florida women
The University tenter
who are disturbed about the
state of American wildlife, as .present "The S h ape of
the featured guests of the Things" for a band dance on
"Meet the Authors" Program Friday. This "soul" b~d is
for today at 2 p.m. in UC-252. from Baton Rouge, La. The
dance begins at 9 p.m. in the
· The Wood sisters have writ- UC Ballroom and admission is
th several books in the ar.e a 75 cents stag and $1 per couof American wildlife conser- pe.
1
.
vation.
The University Center will
Of "Animals in Danger," pre;sent "Charade," starring
their most recent book, Harry Cary Grant and Audrey HepA. Goodwin, chief of the Of- burn, on Friday, Saturday
fice of Endangered Species and Sunday - May 23, 24 and
said, "(They) ... have writ- 25, in the Business Auditorium
ten extremely well . . . I hope (BSA) for 35 cents per person.
Showings are 7 :30 p.m. only
on Friday and Sunday, and at
7:30 and 10 p.m. on Saturday.
· The Associated American
Artists Exhibit opened last

"Son of the Shiek," starring
Rudolf Valentino, tonight, will
be the last of the Silent Film
Series sponsored by the University Center this quarter.
The movie will be seen at 8
p.m. in the BSA. Admission is

Monday qnd will continue
through June 11 in UC 108, the
University_ Center Gallery.
The exhibit is open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. every Monday
through Friday. All works on
display are for sale.

This is a special spring day
presented by the University
Center (UC) and it's all free.
Entertainment will be provided by the Seminole Heights ·
Recreation Center Gymnastics team and the USF .Water ·
Ski Club. The entertainment
begins at 2:30 p.m.

t AIIII\IICi

. L011011

The establishment of
cross~!ii~iplinary comm-qnicatiou . i.s _the ·goal of
symposium· slated for Friday ahd ,Satui'day, May 2324.
.Interested faculty and
students '- from all areas ',
may · participate in the
symposium, sponsored by
the department of history.
E mphasis will be on dialogue aild discussion in · a
series of related seminar
meetings.
Agehananda Bharati, an
anthropologist from Syracuse University, will open·
the program at 10 a.m.
Friday with a-discussion of
"Concepts of Time and
History: Asian and Western."
Stanely Diamond, an anthropologist from the New
School of Social Research,
New York City, will follow ,.
Bharati with a discussion
of "Anthropological Perspectives on History: The
Primitive Mind."
Saturday's agenda begins
with a presentation by Edward Tiryakian, a Duke
University
sociologist,
speaking on ''History: The
Visible and the Invisible: A
P henomenological Perspective," at 9 a.m.
Willis Truitt of USF will
discuss "Affective Deprivation and Aesthetics: A
P ost-Freudian View of Man
and History," a t 10:45 a .m.
The program concludes
with a discussion of "The
Plasticity of the P ast: An
Existential Perspective,"
by Hayden White, a historian from the University of
California at Los Angeles.
All meetings will be held
in the University Center
(UC) room 158. Further information may be obtained
from Joseph A. DellaGrotte, e~. 586 or 932-2905.

a

M1NJSKIRT:

Garden of
Edenwise
Eve's wardrobe costs a lit•
tie more these days- a factor
that bears directly on every
youn g hu sband's fin a ncial
security. True, you may not
be a young husba nd. Yet . Statistically, however, the odds
are heavily ·against the per•
manency of that condition.
And it 's smart to plan nowbefore the wife and family
make t he scene.
Here's one way. Invest in a
life insurance program that
can provide the foundation for
a sol id fin a nc ial st ru ct ure.
Rem ember, the earli er you
start, the less c overage cost s,
and the more security you'll
have a chance to bu ild.
So phone our office today.

Or stop by and iet 's t alk about
it. In the m ea ntime give a
·thought to the figleaf- and
how comfortaqle it feels to
be covered.

TOM BAKISE -

,. 51.0 o

DICK WEAR

.·

To· Be Subiect Sunday

James .Cord, of, Cord's InstiJute of' Hypnosis, Tampa, willMUTUAL= mn= LI FE ·'be- on _campus Sunda y . at_ s·
1Na_u11ANc E coMPAN v oF PH ILA o n P1-t1A
p.m.. 1n ·Andros Cafeteria,
•
A
Sh
kl
A
.,
CoI1n . ao e gency · Norl1i Dining Room (109) .
He will discuss the uses of
. Suite 107
All interested stuhypnosis.
5444 Bay Center Drive
dents
a
nd
faculty are invited.
Tampa, Florida
to attend.

PROV~

NT ·

lowing: 1st pia'.ee - Mike
Mozer and Bob Girannis . (students); 2nd place . Jack Parker and Jim Britt (students) ;
and 3rd place , ; Mrs. Liz•
Sclimidt (USF staff) and Mrs.
_..:._
Lori Cotton (USF staff).

SKIN tRlAM

MOU1HW.lSII'

V·ALU~·

20-oz.

4-oz~

-51.49 VAL~I

80 ~ v ·ALUI

ManyDru St
·
g ores_Claim _They

Have. The
Lowest' P.•,·c
n,
.
..
,
es .on
, ,;r, escr1pt1ons...

WITH ANY
COSMRIC DEPT.
PURCHASE

--ECKERD D
· -~
·
PRESCRIPT~~~! ~lllS . MORE
THAN AN yo·N N FLORIDA
.
E ELSE
·

The Real_Girl
PAINT BOX

that Sh· . I
'
·.
.
ou,d Tel/ _you $omething.

FACE ANO BODY MAKE-UP KIT
... b.y C'l:'.
iussy A $2.50
VALUE

LIGHTED HOLLYWOOD

MAKE-UP MIRROR..
• With bulbs and
utensi I -drawer
• ~ istortion free mirror

-TAMPA• 3714 Hendersan Blvd.
a 8225 N. Florida An.
!NEXT TD K-MART).

• 4409 Nebraska be.

1288

t 3669 Gandy Blvd.I 7501
Hillsbore Ave.

w.

·

, 6904 N. Armenia Ave.
1 1733 II. Dale Mabry

-9-PC. HAIR

1

CU,PPERSET
• Professional style clippers
• Includes all attachments
• Complete with instructions

t

50th l 10th Ave~
Fowler l Ndmka Ive.

McGRAW EDISON

-- . -BARTOW-. - ·

• Odorproof. air purifying filter
• Balanced multi•
bl ade ·blower ·-

• 1050 . N. Broadway

--BRANDON-• 621 W. Brandon Blfd.
-PLANT CITY-• 1403 S. Collins he.

$39.95

--TEMPLE TERRACE• T. T. Hwy. l 56th St.

LIST

24·11

· . • 13528 University Plaza -

----ZEPHYRHILLS·---• 1611 lilll ll¥D

599

MULTI VITAMINS
100's-$7.B9 VALUE

LIMIT 1

$10.95 LIST

SPIN ROD &

CONTAC COLD CAPSULES

REEL S·ET
• Da iwa model 7300
open face spin reel
• Matched with glass
spin rod

$12.48 VALUE

6

$1 :5910's
VALUE
LIMIT 1

79C

·

PONDS-DUSTING POWDER~~h~\57C

49

J&J BABY POWDER

• Attaches easily to
mower
• Uses recommended
oil base -spray

14-oz.

~1.15 -VALUE
LIMIT 1

MISS BRECK HAIR ,SPRAY ·

llliiM,~&,, .

55·C

99c 13-oz.
VALUE
LIMIT 1 .

''-

.&f~~);~f:1.;:t~t\:t}~Z~s$'.",:,::,
89c16-oz.
VALUE

LIMIT 1

• Model 3000 Big Swinger
• Built-in flash
• Quick loading

49C FAMOUS BRAND_

'

·WATCHES ·.

MEN'SPER::r«WA-LK SHORTS

• Nationally advert.i sed brands
• StyJes for inen ·and women
• Matching bands and
bracelets

VALUES TO
$69.50

MULTIPLEX
TABLE STEREO

• AMlfM, FM Stereo .
• AFC preli'enti; drift
• RC2020X or

$4.95 VALUE

• Full size
durabl e tweed
• Attractive colors

$22.951498
LIST

LYDIA GREY N~filts
Uses Of Hypnosis

stead .of the standard· modeling routines. Admission is 75
cents stag, and $1 per couple.
The winners of the 1969 University Center Bridge Tourriament were announced . last
week and include the fol-

______________________ ___

2_01• TUBE

$19.95 VALUE

Commu·nication
...
~ Parlay Goa1,_

music part of the show and
the fashion show will feature
the latest iii mod fashions by
Sears.
The fashion show, beginning
at 10 p.m., will show USF
coeds dancing to music in-

SiA&SKI 1.1s1111111 NOXI.IM

wm

To Establish

35 c-ents per person.
The University Center will
present a Band Dance and
Mod Fashion Show on Friday,
May 30, beginning at 9 p.m. in
the UC Ballroom. The "Outlaws" will provide the mod

200-COUNT
REG.
33c
LIM IT 2

24c

DELICIOUS MIXED NUTS 9 69C
STRAW BEACH MAT ;f~O~~LUE69C
0

R~~-- ; c

FOAM All-PURPOSE PAO::.~t~:·5

99

WE -MEET
-or .BUT ALL
ADVERTISED
PRICES *
J us t bring in the
p ag e in which the
ad appears and ·
we wi l I meet or
beat pri ces on
any c urrent pri ces

..

JeR~Y ·sTERNSTEIN

...

4--May 21
. • 1f6f, U, of South Florida
.
.

~
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.

_.,

.

•.

Viet ·War
Masks

-.

,

.

,-S. America ·

E.OITORIALS AND (OMMENTARY .·

: .·Tl1~;e ~

-I•.

an~ ~ t _.of ilit~i'Mti~ruU

politics that has hE!en neglected siHc@ the
.

Answers. Needed -Here-

.
.

a.· .

. Student Government ' P r e ·s. · photos·? (Woiµd . _this_ indfca~e :
Steve Anderson started the wheels . compiete unwijlingne:::;s to c6inmti~ ... . ·
grinditig Thursday evening with mcat-e 'irr a tliJiE!'. when c:ommtififtahis announce·rrient of a special ffi- tiart is-:ill aiffit}orliint?) . . . ' . - .
vestigating teain to look into the
Coe incident. It is going to be interWOY WERE LOCAL authoriestirtg to see what kihd of fifisWers .' ties called In wneh tnefts from
the' university in the ·
ttive~ . ·
they get.
. b!!!eh dealt witfi. fntei'na1Jy? :,(fs . tfie •.·
The entire· course of events is,
adrnlBlstration gjvirt~f' up tha ."i~a. : .
to say the lefist, disturbing. There of "irt ioco pai·ehtis_
' '? If so, is·-this_
are too many bl~taflt qhestifltl. Ol·ig- .,fiecessarily a wise thtug?} .. , . -.·. .
iniiting · in students' minds Whioh
cry for answers: questions that
We would like to restate Andershouldn't need ans--Wering. And son1~ statement on th~ matter .and· .
without answers, students are sup- ·'·tmppj;)tt his attempt to clear the
plying their own, and therein ·lies quite cloud~ air! _ -· · · ··· ,- · · · ·

past ·

the poten~alfor trouble.
-

of

,-

·

War in Vi@tnatfi oegilfi, afid thlt is ilie
pliglit ot South A,fn@l'ica.
. ..
. It 'has only been tfi the Jast ·two weeks
that the flew Nixort adffiirtistratiofi ._h!I-\

'

-

. "In Seti, c~'s arr~s~,.,the -. ~ti.r-.
pose ot the •Student · m>vefflffiM.t

. - ·. :;::,; .

•·•

--.

.

has turned into a massive political bllffl·der.

)
.. .. ~~~

-

•

STUDI ....T

call

'-·

.

·· .

..

.

•

~.

·

.·. - . :

· -· "' -- ··

-

·

.

. '· .

··
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We're Proud

·
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·ta:~-0w!.~i-Af·~~: ~~mke~~µ . sprui1~

+

,·. ··
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discover
to
date
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actual
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.
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w
··hi
"
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c
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.
·
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-wt: -rllalmam passive
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(Was 1t because he was-the highest ,, : . .1...,d - d __. · ct:"'"':na.... d ·· _an·,3
·
· · ·
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·tuct · t ff"1 ·a1 hO uld b •
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,
.
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, · ·
~
· ·
:•,: __.._ •. -·
vol~e'_? ~o - show . tlie ·,. s~u~en~ .- can ·po Ibnger ra~ai!i elf•ft~V~. ·we ' ·.
Wh~re
they
REALLY
. Afid ean . I . - 0 • work. In the, -~fifi-•
. . .1~ _ . m .
'I ·.
-.
·l;;;at ther·e
· hev
· ·e-r we~"'
e- stru1d
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d~n~e· that •-what wez are1,domg --is . ·
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· · ·. ,
· · · ·· ··
arreS ts ~~-~e~ .!s . t_h~ · Hills~r- _tjght an~ aefetia~ble. ·We €fi.fi~no: :
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.· .. :.
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~
WHY WAS THE BOND ::;et at ~-·ja:s§iV~ and· sileflt we \vould· tlE!~· ·- :.. . . .• . ..-·-.. . f ·l,6' f -l
$6,000? (Did someone :.w·ant to . ~§!fVl:I°fidbettei;." ,; · · ,··:_ · •
sfjl'ess a point With e;qrl!me E!xcla- ~ ·We·
.on all, ccirtdel'fied :Coa .
:mati~n?)
.
~-~nerate •with~· this ·itt.v~silgatipfi. ~
. WHY DIDN'T Vice Ptes. · ' Han.e st,. ··pliiin · talk . i~J-tl~~~~4· to -.._Elliott - Hardaway make . a deter-' ·
efQsiqn· 4?rmµtual c:onfi~~n~
mitied effort to clear ,up. the prob- ' 'bftw~ett stit@fits and :adm.injstra,-· ·
Iem when first presented with-tlie tors.

·1/

the ·past few years of i;,& _neglect. . ·
ltowever, ltte d@ctslon of the .:Nixon
Admillistration to irend Nels<Jn.·Rdcketg.
ler to various -Latin American nAtiOJ\s.ori,
-a whirlwind tout trying to patch: up:th1
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OUR READERS WRITE

'CR.U Has Positive Program:
..

.

.

.

'

. ·· ·: .... ,

.

:

-

Sternstein Replies T-o Critic

To Miss Frances Woss who
squadron of jets, but rather,
wrote tbat lovely reply to my - and I quote from my article,
article of May 7.
"The Nixon administration is
Dear Frances: Indeed, how allowing _the Hussein governis it possible .to be biased in ment to pick up an OPTION
today's complex world when on the first squadron of • 18
we all know . that we can and more F104's."
MISS \VOSS, as for your
powder puffs so that they can- should be objective, right
other comments they are just
not · act "violently" against Fran?
that; comments. - You are as
lawbreakers, let him. But' that
YES,
I
AM
ALARMED
at
entitled
to your opinion as I
is not ·our purpose. We are not
here to run. the country or our government's "deal" with am to mine. I suggest, howeveven the police department. the Jordanians and I am er, that in the funµ-e you read
We just want. the school t.o ' equally alarmed by the deal more carefully and study the
Lyndon · Johnson made with · situation as I have.
exist as a free institution.
A~ I · said in my article
LEONARD MARTINO the_ Israelis before he left the
which you criticized so ineptICBS White House.
That was -the whole point of ly, "No one at this dangerous
my article which evidently time in th'e history of that
you failed to see ; is it possible area (Middle East) should rethat some blinding bias might ceive more arms."
have interferred? ·
Incidently, "no one" means
Furthermore, it was evident just that.
that you did not understand or
JERRY STERNSTEIN
read carefully my article for I
4POL
did not state that they, Jordan, had received the first

straw and leather John Romain handbag from the University Center Lobby on May
8 about 4 :30 p.m. . . . : after
all .. . it's· my bag. Do your
own thing, but not with my
goodies. Realizing you must
have been significantly motivated to steal from a fellow
student, and greatly disappointed to discover only $1.13
after taking such a foolish
risk, I have decided to compensate your foolish insanity
with a crisp, green, capitalistic five-dollar bill. Isn't that
great!
Although I'm greatly disap. pointed, I find it difficult to be
angry because I realize that
the fault lies not. entirely in
you as a person, but instead
in the sickness of the society
we live in. Hopefully someday
we will all live as brothers
and sisters in a world of mutual trust.

EDITOR:
To the person who took my

TRUAL O'HAIRE
2CBS
CTRBOXffi

Positively Against ·VioliJnce'
.

EDITOR:

Mr. Griffin is referring to is
First let me state that Doug the exact sentiments that any
Griffin'·s article concerning . American who loves his counCommittee For a Rational try would feel if some ComUniversity (CRU) in _the May . munist creeps tried to install
7 Oracle was very cleverly the commissar system in this
written. I congratulate_ Mr. country.
Griffin for his highly impresFWRIDA LAW_PROVIDES
sive bit of propaganda: On the
other hand, I- believe the other
side deserves to be heard.
1) Granted the semblance of
a "negative" attitude (toward
radical groups) may p,;ovoke EDITOR:
the uncritical observer to conRegarding Wayne Smith,
clude that CRU is negative, Jr. 's "compliments" to S1gma
and has no positive program. Phi Epsilon. . ·
On the other hand, it is also
Mr. Smith: I'm sure your
positively against violence on complaint is a very valid one,
this campus.
it's a shame such a thing hapThe best way to prevent pened. None the less, it didn't
such violence to prevent its warrant the downright vicause. We refuse to quibble ciousness of such an attack.
about is.sues over which we
BY THE USE of name callhave no control. Gary Briese ing, you have shown yourself
is not the President of the to be a "third rate, .immaUnited States ana therefore ture" (was that if?) collegiate.
he cannot be asked to come Such a practice should· have
up with a program to solve all been disposed of in grade
the world's social ills. USF is school.
our primary concern right
Also, from the viciousn·e ss
now, and prevention of anoth- of your attack I- am willing to
er San Francisco State is · a
bet you are not a Greek.
pretty positive accomplishDIANE HOU,INGSWQRTB
ment. ·
2CBS

***

that in such an eventuality the
eligible males of. this : state
could be ord&ed . to assist
local law enforcement and
under the ancient law of
Posse Comitatus they could
take the legal action· of acting
as law enforcement officers.
Thus even in the most unlikely situation the ci~en has not

.

the right, bu( th~ -:Pu:rY.to defend his country fr()m art&~.
And that is· just .the. situation
that Doug Grjffin. w~s talking
about.
·
. .·
We do 'not :wish .t~ involve
ourselves in a ._debate over. the
functions ,Qf the,_ government.
If Mr. Griffin. seeks .to disarm
the police and issue . :them

No ' Greek

2) MR. GRIFFIN SHOULD
look at the calendar. I thought
that ex. post facto prosecution
is something straight out of
ti_le Dark Ages. He is accusing ·
CRU of disrupting the second.
SDS organizational meeting,
two days before CRU really
existed except in a few 1 pei:sons' .- minds. Those . who disrupted the SDS were individual students forced into vocal
action by . the laughably in- ·
aonsistant statements of the
meeting's speakers. These
were not CRU-affiliated students, since CRU was nonexistent ·at the time.
. "
.3) The lady who led -the
questioning was a graduate
student at USF who obtained
her degree from USF. Hardly
an ''outside agitator."
·4) I can't speak for Mr_- r.im·oges except to state- that
what was quoted in the Oracle
wa~ patently absurd. W}lat
.

-~ ----* -"*
··-

f

More On Smith
EDITOR:
Regarding the letter of
Wayne ,Sm,ith, Jr. :
After reading your letter
condemning Sigma Phi Epsilon I decided to evaluate the
situation. Although the Sig Ep
pledges were wrong in paint.ing their Greek letters in
small print in the lower left
hand corner of your sign, the
attitude you displayea was
both interesting and disgusting.
AS-A SO-CALLED "leader"
of our school system, the language and actions you · displayed were "third-rate and
immature." You seem to have
an underlying gripe at the fra.,
ternity system as a whole and
used Sigma Phi Epsilon as a
scapegoat ·to get back at all
Greeks. Unfortunately actions
like YO!U'S make even indepeny
de!]ts sis:k of independents.

liREN LEE OTTMAN_
.

No Dropout
EDITOR:
I would like to make ' a

'· lCBS'

GTU Organizes;'·

correction to a story in last
week's Oracle. The program
.
.
with · which I am affiliated
(The University Training Program) is · mainly for high . Gamma Theta Upsilon, a
school dropouts. But I, Theo- profe~ional geographic fradore Bryant, have had a high ternity, has intiated a geograschool education. -The article phy orientation -program at
insinuated that I a m a· high local public. high schools. -In
school dropout, . which · I am conjunction with officials at
not.
Blake High -School, GTU preTHEODORE BRYANT sented three different programs to social science
· · ciasses. The discus.sion included what geography is, the
EDITOR:
facilities available for geograIn a day when the newspa- phy at USF and what job oppers are filled with stories of · portunities are available to
destruction and violence, the geographers.
constructive a n d pea_c eM . GTU r equests that · other
events are likely to be crowd7 service .. fraternities plan simiedout.
lar projects within their reDuring the last, two weeks, spective disciplines.
the creative efforts of over 80
students in the Humanities
Visual Arts Workshops were
exhibited in the University
Center Gallery, room 1Q8; and .
now in the h u m a: n i t i e s
Lounge. The work was handsomely mounted and hung by
the Students Art Exhibit Committee.
WHILE I REALIZE that
a list of 80 names would be tedious reading , all the students
who exhibited should be recOfficial Notices
ognized for their fine work Bulletln Board notices should be send
particularly since these exhi- direct to · "Director, Camptl5 Publications, UC 226" (ext. 618) no later than
bitors are not art majors. The· noon Wednesday for publicat ion the fol•
exhibition committee mem- lowing Wednesday. .
Send news Items direct to: "Editor,
bers who labored so cheerful- The
Oracle, UC 22Z," (ext. 619).
PUHED
_ ly and efficiently should •also
. Survey of College Achievement Probe commended for their ef- gram Examination,. required of gradu-

Proiect Planned -

Next Year?

forts.
Several students who saw
the show said it was beautiful.
It s~e:r,ns a pity that The Oracle co_iµdn't find an inch or
n vo . to tell the rest of the .
university that it "happened."
Maybe next year?

DR. GLADYS KASHDIN
Assistant Professor;
Humanities

Children's Story Hour
On.' ·spain This Month
This month's storytelling for
the children of students, faculty .and staff will be "Spanjsh
Tales." The Instructional Materials Center will utilize
music; films, r ecordings and
d~ncing of Spain in the program,.
The storytelling hours will
be May 31 from 10:30 to 11:30
a.m. :On the first floor of the
Education Building.

a ting seniors in Liberal Arts and Basic
Studies, Is scheduled for Ma y 2S- at 6:30
p.m. and May 29 at 3 p.m . In the Physics Aud. All students expecting to gra duate this quarter should register for the
examination with the Office of Eva luat ion Services bY May 12. Phone regis•
t rallon (ext 741, 742) Is acceptable.
All travel vouchers submitted to Procurement must Include the payee's
building name and room number.
Pre-payment forms for Quarter IV
registration will NOT be mailed by the
Cas hier's Office. Students who wish to
prepay fees may ma~ t he payment at
the Cashier's Office after May 26.
Prepayment forms for Quarter I, 1969,
WILL be .malled to students In August.
Picture wire and · hooks -tor hanging
pictures and-or bulletin boards fro m
wa.11 molding a re ava ila ble in Office.
Stores.
. Pl)yslcat

Education

and

Recreation

Notes: Students, staff, facUIIY,

and
their .. Immediate famllles may have the
use of the university swimming pools.
Guests are not allowed. I.D. cards wlll
be requested.
, FAMILY DAY: May 24, Second Annuel Univers ity Center sponsored Family
D.ay wlll begin at 1 -p.m. at the USF
Riverfront recreation a rea. All tree, the
program Is designed for married USF
students,_ staff, faculty, a nd their c hildren. Kiles, hayrides, fishing contests,
games Of chance, prizes and entertainment. Refreshments will be on sa le.
Cafl Ext. 637 for additiona l Information.
'Accent on Leaming": 1969-70 catalogs are · now ava ilable In Admissions
Office, ADM 264. Copies were mailed to
all staff members on May 7. If you did
not r eceive one, or need additional
eopies. Q:111 Eugene L. Roberb , admis•

Committee files Repo,rt
On Faculty Advance
.

.

.

Sick Society

Psi Chi To Have
Annual Banquet
Friday Night

Formed by t~e· USF Depart-ment of Political Science; the
Ad Hoc Committee on Salary
and Rank has recently filed
with the department a report
on their judgment as to the
criteria for faculty advancement.

velopment
in
descending
Cooper added, "Student
order of-importance.
evaluations should play a useTHE COMMITl'EE, in · re- ful part in determining recsearching the --possible a~soci- ommended advances." He
ation between student evalua- .said, however, that "student tion and faculty- advancem,mt, evaluations cannot be the only
fund that · "student. evalua- criterion."
Psi Chi, USF's chapter of ·
tions elicited· responses which
The report states that Wil- the National
Honorary Society
varied in tone. if. not content!' liam B. Cameron, associate
in Psychology, will hold its
Russell M. Cooper, dean of · dean of Social Science, and
· The criteria for faculty ad- the College of . Liberal AI:ts, Maurice E. O'Donnell, chair- annual Spring Initiation Banvancement in order of impor- said he disagrees with -various man of· the department of po- . quet on Friday, at 7 p.m., at
tance with the committee are : faculty members in the ini- litical science, "both feel that Las Novedades Restaurant.
'
teaching, research and publi- portance .he would give to stu- because of difficulties · in colNew members and newlycations, and contributions to dent evaluations -1n· Uieir rele:- lecting and evaluating student elected officers for the comcampus and community de- vancy to faculty . advance- evaluations, they are given ing year will be installed. Dr. ·
Theodore Blau, president of
ments. ·
little weight."
l
th!:! Division of Psychotherapy
of APA, adjunct professor of
Behavioral Science at USF,
and practicing clinical phy~ologist in Tampa, will be
guest speaker. Music for after
dinner dancing will be pro.
vided by "The Class."
All Psi Chi members and
· :A Family·
perfonnance University of Tampa Intercol- psychology st u d e ·n t s are
at the USF rlve~nt proper- legiate Tourney will highlight urged to attend, and any inThe " Military - Industrial ty and participation in . the a busy weekend for the USF terested or interesting people
Water Ski Club.
are .. cordially ·invited. ReserComplex" is our main probvations· may be made by conlem says · Philip Bosserman,
This Saturcday at 3 p.m. ·the,
tacting
Fran Kollmeyer in the
associate professor of Americlub -will perform for a Uni- P sychology Clinical Suite, Socan Idea, and Willis Truitt,
versity Center (UC) Family cial Science 07, ext. 795.
asssitan~ professor of Philoso-· .
Day crowd af the riverfront.
phy.
The USF skiers will partici.
.
. This was1he mhln topic of
pate in the Uni~ersity of
Littlewood Selected
discus.sion, :·Tuesday, May 13,
'l'.ampa meet th·e same day.
As
Legislative Intern
· at the Free' University sponThe sponsoring committee
·water- Ski Club Sec. Diane
sored teach-in on the draft
Organizations in the com- St~gn~r said th!lt anyone in- for the Florida Legislapve,
and American militarism.
....... ")~- . . , .. !
J
•
munity are~giving ,a •~shot-..in terested_in joining the group Squf internship· prqgrarn-. se:'
Th~ panel began by li&ting
the arm" ·to .p otential-creative shQ~~ attend . the regular lected Theodore Littlewood,
some aspects of the draft that achievement through contri- meetings Wednesdays at 2 4POL, as one of the six inthe 27 original'viewers wanted
terns 'for the post-baccalaubutions to USF · ·Florida's - p.m. in the·UC.'
to discuss.
·
Scholar·Awai:<}s ~gr8.!Jl. 'Miss Steigner also said that· · reate program:
The ·list )Deluded: is the
F unds of $500 _e ach,· have the club's present advisor. • Robert Carreiro, was selectdraft n~cei~.; Nixon's draft
been·
contributed ::by IBM; ,-Miss Betty Ann Orseno, is. ed as the first alternate; Timlegislation ; history of draft;
Tampa Electric, ' - Moi'rison leaving in September and that othy Bradley, second . alterGOnscription vs. volunteer serFood Services,. _,. and t h e the group is looking for a t:e· nate; and_ Albert Fox, third·
vice; selective . service classi- ·
Tampa Oral , School: for the placement. Anyone interested alternate:
fication system.
Deaf. In addjtionr number of may contact Miss Orseno, ext.
The appointment carries a
However, the discussion al- USF departments have ·joined 827.
$6,000 award. ·
ways came back to whether in •the effort to -'-support:· the
or not the "Military-Industrial program.
.
Complex" should be abolished
The following ,-contributions
or changed, and is so, how. are earmarked ; f9r potential
No concrete. solution was es- sch o 1 a r :s :- :qepl!-.ftin_e nt_· _of
tablished.
Structures, f4aterfals, and
Fluids, $500; · Department of
Automobile · accidents in Fine · Arts, ·$!5()6; De~e~t
of Chemistry, $500; Film Clas1968 injured more than 4.4sics Le~e; $375; and the
million ·persons on. America!s College of BUSiness Adminishighways: Driver error, ac- tration, $215.
'
· : ·
The·
Uni\retsity
·.
"
S
'c-h
o.1 a ·r
cording to Tlie Travelers InAwards
Program
-~
designed
surance Companies annual
to recognize ·. graduate s~~
statistics, was responsible for
dents shqwi,ng _1:0.l!tstariding
more than 80 per .cent of last creative . promise ,. in . ·their
1
fields.
. ' ,
. -.
· :' 1
year's . highway casualties.

No Solution

?.ieet the man with the
College Senior Plan

-Johnny R. Adcock
If you ·re a college senior or graduate
student, Protective Life's College Senior
Plan is for you. This unique life insurancesavings program offers special benefits at
preferred rates. And your policy is completely paid up by normal retirement age.
Remember, too, that premium deposits
may be ·deferred until your earnings in-·
creas_e . Sound like a plan worth investigating? It is. Get full information from your
Protective Life College Representative.

JOHNNY R. ADCOCK

Suite 206 Mariner Bldg.
541 5 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel: STT-8391

Riv.er-front .Scene·
.
Of - · ski -_ Clu.b S-how

To Military-

Industrial

='ll.lll'll/Ut«.

COMPANY

110MCo,nQ:-~. ~•AMA
~

Daf

... ~

~

,,.w. rf'MWiNll

HEY KINGZIE,

DIG THISr Superior
Mobile Homes is
giving ONE
YEAR'S
FREE
lAi<EFRONT
. SPACE
When we buy a
new

12' wide, 2
bedroom
modef •.•

•

SUPERIOR

I

a

.

PROTEGTIVE LIFE••

Loc;al··Groups
Support
. :·USF
SchoJcir$hips.

JL

.

MOBILE HOMES
RT. 4 BOX 416

Ph. 949-5692

LUTZ, FLA.
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sions director, .Ext. 551, • ·
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·Campus ·Date··Book
Times an·d places of orga nizations
meeting regularly are posted on the
Univers ity _: Center
Lobby
bulletin
boa~ds.
TODAY
Meet the Author Luncheon, noon, UC

255-6.

AAUP, 2 p.m., UC 215,
Mu i the Author - Wooct Sisters, 2
p.ni., UC'252 E & W.
COffee_ Houu, 2 p.m., Engineerln;
Auditorium.
Senior Class Exec. Board, 4 p.m:, UC
204.
u .c . Film Seriei, a p.m., Business
Auditorium.
·
Void Unllmlled, 10 • p.m., FAH 136.
THURSDAY
BIS Luncheon, 11 :50 a.m., UC 255-6,
History Dept., 2 p.m;, UC 158.
CBS Assoc. Council, 2 p.m., UC 213,
Christian Sclel)ce, 3:30 p.m., UC 205.
Intramural 'Dept. Dinner, 6 p.m., u c
255-<I.
.
• .
Motion Plctura Club, 7 p.m ., UC 200.
social-Dorm, 7,p.m., RAR 235.
Percussion -E nsemble, 8:30 p.m., FAH
101.
· .
·
Theatre Production, :8:30 p.m., Theatre..
·
Vole! Unlimited, 10 p.m ., FAH 136.
. FRIDAY
,
College of EdU<ation, 9 a.m., UC 204.
History Dept., 10 a .m., UC-158.
Mock U.N. (World Affairs), 3 p m.,
E NA & E NG 304. .
. '
U.C. Movie: "Charade", 7:30 p.m.,
Business Auditorium.
Theatre Production, 8:30 p.m., Thea•
tre ..
u .c. Dance, 9 p.m ., UC 248.
SATURDAY
Mock U.N. (World Aff1lrs), a a .m.
ENA & E NG 304. ·
'
History Dep1rtment, TO a.m.. UC 158.
Faculty Mus ic Session; 10 a.m., UC

255-<I,

.

Family Da_y, l p.m., Riverfront.
u .c . Mov,e: ; " Charade", 7:30 • p.m.,
Busfn·ess Audilorlum.
Theatre Production, 8:0 p.m., -Thea-

ORACLE
CLASSIFIED ADS CAN FIND.
YOU A RIDE OR A
RIDER AFTER EXAMS

tre.
,
·
Broken String_ :·coffee ·ffDi,H, ; 7; 30
p.m., Unlver~lty Chapel.·- . . _ , :
.
.SUNDU .~ , · ·
.
M~k U. N. World- 'Affair.,,' . • . a.m.,
ENA & E NG 30.4:
· • · · ·· .
Vold Unllmltea; s· ·P.: m., FAH. 136.
u.c . Movie :_ •~c~ar.ade•:, 7 i:!G p.m.,
Business Auditorium.
·
'
· ·
. MONDAY "
.
PTA Confarence, "? -a:m.,' uc ·.105 : &
251.
.
.· . .
.· .·
Charm CourM, 211.m.;:u c 255-<1;
s. G. Internal DlrY,; .., ·p.m;, UC' 20'l.
Women's Clull . lrldte, - 't p.m., . uc
255-6.
. ..
. '. ' ·• ' ., ·. ' '· .
Vold . u,mmlted.. t o . "R,1'11., . F'AH ··136.
. ,.T.IJE$DA.Y. · · . ·,
PTA Conference, _, · a.mi, ' u c "· roams.
l)Qn's Lundi, noon, -uc· 255. . •
Chemistry Faculty;. Llhltll; . noon,'·UC

256-

.

..

U.C. Bulldi!II , 1114. '."laiullnt: Clrilmlt•
tff, 1p.m .• u ct 1ss_. ~-·
t. . · - ·
u.c, Music ·cornmlttw,'- 5 ·. p:m.,., UC
158.
-· .
· . ~ ., .
·
Photo l.essons, 7' p.mJ ·UC 200.
Afro-Amert~!!• 7:30 pJo.,. uc
Void Unlimited, 1o ' P,ITl'., ·_FAH ""136.
WEDNI.SD.AY., M~Y 21• · ·
PTA -Cor.ferenn, . 9 . 11.m., u c-·rooms.
Coffee lfouse, 2 · p:m., Engtnw rnsi
Auditorium.
··. . . , , .
, ·
Resident Studen_ts Banquet,: _6 p.m.,
UC 255'6.
,
.
.
Vold Unlim ited, 10 p.i,,•.; . FAH; ·13&.

1sa., _.

Co-Op·- Education ...
Today, -:May 21
·
career Planning" c ~nce ·w . students interest~ - in C.~
atfvt' Educa•
tlon a ssignments during Quarter· IV 1nd
I, 2 p.m ., ENG 3. .. . · , ·
WednmflY( MIY 21,
,
Career Planning c ~ for . students intere~ted In Cqoperallvt; ·Education asstgnments·-durlng Quarter. IV~nd
I, 2 p.m., ENG 3:
CO-OP ..UICEMENT ·•
More than 100 eri'lplpyers ·•re current• .
IY seeking USF s!ud,.,,ts for. Coopera.
tlv~ EducatlD!' Tr-11n1ng ••~mnmtnt .for
Quarter IV a nd · I · (Quarter IV ' begins
Monday, June ·1,. 1969). For·turtller Information visit ·01':"phone · the ,Co-op_; Of•
flee, E NG ·37, .ph0ne ·98&-~Ut, 1txt.·m.

Let THE ORAC_LE fin·d you·a ride
or a rider FREE~ Just fill out the
handy form and drop it the ·
:_ ·_ special box located in the CTR
·_222, · THE ·ORACLE will place
- your advertisement FREE in the
June 4th issue. Deadline~for
placement is 1 P.M. 5/30/69.

in

ORACLE-·ADVERTI_SING

Drop· Coupon in ·or~ cle Box

at Advertising Office - CTR 222

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
I•
I•
Naine •••••••• • • • •••• • • · P~one • ••••••·••••• -. • • • •
•

•

: :· Address·•••••• .-•• ~•••••••••..................... ; : ,

■■ Copy •• •••• • •••• •••• •••••• ••••••••••·• •••• ·•••• •■

Ill ..•.. . . ... . . ... .. .... ..... ....•.•.. ...•••..• •.•

■•

::

•■

I■

Deadline S /30 /69 •. 12 p.m. I ■

.•• .··································
................ ............. .....·············
...........•

;:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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P'hi Celts, Pikes, Beta .4 West
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BUZZELLA, HEY~ENS PACE WIN.

USF Rips Presbyterian
By J_OHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor
The USF baseball team
bagan the 1969 25-game schedule on a winning note and
ended the season on a winning
note. But what happened in
between is a ·long story as the
Brahmans finished with one
of their poorest seasons :in
four years.
The Brahmans, riding the
hot hitting of Paul Buzzella
and Doug .Heykens 1µ1d the .

Cop ·Respective Wrestling Titles

liot Parsowith, 140 lbs.; John Steve Dalton, 163 lbs.; Herb took two firsts as Bil! -McO-onLund, 148 lbs.; Stuart Cannes, Carlton, 180 lbs.; Dan Kend- ald took the 133 lb. class and
155 lbs.; ~bert /:,ickling, 180 all, 194 lbs.; and John Pesta- Chris Losonsky won the 170
Editor's Nore: 'USF's first lbs.; and Alan Thompson, un- 1ozzi, unlimited weight class. lb. class.
tourney, limited weight . class. PDT
Beta 4W nabbed indepenJoe Favata, .l.53 lbs., Rich
siric"e USF first fielded a base, up in -the fifth -when they intramural . wreS11ing
about wrestlers placed second in Powell, 148 lbs., and Don dent laurels with 26 points to
of
crowds
drew
which
and
scored three · more times
ball team four years ago.
in a row, was four of the weight divisions. Mccann, 140 lbs. won firsts 23 for the second place Physi~
Buzzella also stole three went in ·front to a 6-1 lead. 800 two days
next year by
for
down
voted
hits
b,ig
th,ree
managed
USF
the
in
home
base,s including
SAE GRABBED TWO top for TKE. Lambga' Chi Alpha cal Education Majors.
chair.
athletic
intramural
the
.fifth inning. Diaz, pitching su. in the· inning, including a long
spots , with John Lash winning
men. See story ~xt wee~.
perbly for eight innings, gave double Doug McCarthy.
the ' 126 lb. title and Bill Oslearn
Phi Delta Theta (PDT), Pi borne the 170 lb. class. John
REASON
ONE
'l:'IIINK
"I
up six hits before tiring and
and
(PIKA)
Alpha
Kappa
was
did
we
like
·
finished
we
the
in
for
Carreno
-to
first
way
only
the
giving
Miller took
that our hitting came around Beta 4- West (B4W) won their Sigma Nu by winning the 133
,
eighth.
"The Sport of Space ·
USF STAKED DIAZ TO a a little too late," Coach Hubert respective divisions in USF's lb. crown. Mike Cohen won
' quick 3-0 lead in the third in• Wright said. "When we were first intr~mural , wrestling the 163 lb, class for Tau Epsithe Age of Spqce"
for
ning on the help of three Tri; hitting we weren't getting the fourrfr1~ent,. fyl:ay 14-15., .
lon Phi. ArO's Ken Keiger
GOLJ:) LEAGUJ)} 'winner
won the 194 lb. class.
ton errors. Dave Glaize and pitching and when we had the
from.FA! licensed instructors; v,i111
.
the
nabbed first place in five
PDT
have
· •· .
didn't
we
pitching
PAR~CHUTES
.
PIKA had to fight off a
Ron Huff reach_ed base safely
,
senior
licensed
FAA
b1
pile
to
pcicked
.classes
weight
10
.the
of
hitting."
Epsilon
when
Kappa
scored
Tau
both
and
strong
oots
b
,
on_
•
riggers.
parachute
place
second
to
points.
Wright feels that the Brah- up 123
(TKE) challenge to win the
Heykens slashed a single . to
center which got by the center man team will be stronger Sig.ma Alpqa Epsilon's (SAE) Green League title. . '!'.hey
YOU
fielder for an error. Heykens !llext year with his recruiting . 72. _Alpha Tau, Omega (ATO) am_a ssed 113 points to TKE's
scored on a sacrifice fly by of some of the state's best took _third place eig!tt points 98 and four individual firsts to
players both on high school behmd SAE. '.
three for TKE_
Willard Brimm,
Winners -for PDT were: Eljunior college levels.
and
PIKA WINNERS WERE:
The Brahmans · wrapped it

strong pitching of Jim Diaz
and Jerry. Carreno, repelled
Florida Presbyterian College
6-2 last Monday afternoon at
the UFS diamond. ·

BUZZELLA AND Heykens each cracked two singles
apiece and drove in one run in
guiding the Brahmans to a
successful season finale and a
lackluster 10-1~ record, worst

By MU RAMOS
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

SKYDIVING

Helicopters
Golf Team At C~I. State
Accepts Bid Now ln -·Us_e

-can get into the
·space age sport.

The lates_t campus law and
USF's golf team, -which finished its best season in four order device is a "~PY in the
years with a 14-1-1 mark, has sky" helicopter at California
accepted a bid to compete in State College in Long Beach,
the NCAA College Division Calif.
Golf ·Tournament June 17
Numbers 1tre painted on the
through the 20th.
of buildings _as an -identi;
roof
The four,day tourney will be
code _for use by the
fication
at.
N.M.
,
held in Albuquerque
th~ .
the University of New Mexico airborne police officers
'\
Depart•
Police
Beach
Long
Golf Course.
rnent.
Coach Wes Berner will take
According to the execufi'-:e
a six man team to compete..
Those who will participate in- dean of development there, -an
clude Bob McKenty, Mike emergency situation , of .any , '
·Curtin, Joe Mericka, Warren type on campus could . be ·
Willhite, Gil Happel, and Bill more efficiently handled by
the use of helicopters.
·
Dykeman.

Contact or call: ·
Zephyrhills Parachute Ce11ter
Municipal Airport
813 / 782-2918
P.O. Box 1101
,
33599 .
Zephyrhills, Fla.

Girl Netters
Will Compete
In Nationals

"¥0U!Ri BARKING UP THE RIGHT ·
. , TREE WHEN YOU SEE THE NEYf
'69's

The women's tennis team
became the third USF athletic
team to accept a bid to compete in a national NCAA post
season tournament. The ·other
· teams were the swimming
and golf.
Miss Joanne Young's netters will participate in the
Women's National Collegiate
Tennis Championships which
will take place at Carleton
College in Northfield, Minn.
June 17-21.
Miss Young will take five of
her netters, who finished the
regular season undefeated
with a 9-0 mark, to compete
Photo by Lee Dudley
in the competition. Those girls
making the trip include Chris
Koutras, Tish and Gwenda
Adams, Toni Kramer, :and
four inches. Spectator looks on walt.ing his
Elisa Nelson.
turn. .

of

FOR THE "IN"
,
CROWD, THE
FRATERNITY HOUSE ·
INTRODUCES STEVE
BRINGING 5 EXPERIENCED
YEARS IN THE PROFESSION ,

AT _BILL CURRIE FORD'!

Up, Up And · ~way'·

SPECIAL:
HAIR STYLES

ffigh jumpe~ goes through the. POO,S as he
successfully clears the bar set at five fee~

REDUCED TO $4.00
WED. TO SAT. ONLY

.

.

.

Presby. Box

\

USF

ab r h bl
3 I 0 o
Glaize 2b
, 4 I O0
Hutt cf
Buzzella ss 4 I 2 l
Heykens rf 3 2 2 1
Gaskins rf 1 o o o
3 l O2
Brimm If
4 0 l O
Bu rch 3b
McCarthy lb 4 0 I 0
401 O
Gates c
2 o1 o
Diaz p·

FRATERNITY HOUSE
FOR THE FINESTIN RAZOR CUTS
AND IN HAIR STYLING
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
Ph. 932-1621

Carreno p

·

1 OOO

33 6 a 4
Totals
Presbyterian
USF
E-Watson, Myers,

1

Fla. Presbyterian
ab r h bi
·
Watson cf 4 o 3 0
McElroy ss 4 o I 0
4 O 0· 1
Myers c
3 ooo
Moore If
Zimmer lb 2 1 o o
4 OI 0
rf
Faerber
.3 0 2 0
Pugh 3b
McLeod 2b 4 0 0 0
Quesada p 3000
1 I 1. o
Tuntey
TolaJs'
ogo 010 100-U-4

oq3 030 OOx-6-1-2

#

Zirtlmer, Faerber,

8e".:.~~:;.n~P:;;

~~ih, _Qu2~~cci;~~~~ ·s
·" ·
~
S-Pugh. SF-Myers. :c '
H R J:R BB SO
· IP
6 I ·1 4 S°
Diaz (W) ______ __ 7
2 1 1 2 1
Carreno __ ----- -· 2
8 6 0 2 _. 3
Quesada (L) -- -··a 8

Photo

by

,,

Lee Dudley

Sprinter In Final Heat Of 100 Yard Dash ·

' '

WINNERS!

THIS _WEEK'S ·sPECIAL ·

Final Track Re.suits

They did it the smart way. First, they discovered Introductions Unlimiteq. Then they discovered themselves. They then discovered each other. Call for an appointment or use' the coupon, and you will have discov440· Results:
ered us. The resris our job. The time to make your move
- ·' · Gold League:
is now. The rest of yoyr life i~ at 'stake!
Rosell, Sigma Nu 153.2)
2. Pages, Sig Ep
3. Gannaway ATO

,

_ .
872 09 49

--------------------·
INTRODUCTIONS UNLIMITED ' INC.

4245 MacDill Ave.
Tampa, 33609

Yes, I want ta find out if Introduction s Unlimited is really unique! Giv·e me mqre information at no obligation.
For single adults 18 to 85.
Name • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • Age •••••••••• , •••••••• ,
Address ••••••••••• •••••• , • • Zip ••• • ••••••••••• •••• ,

Phone Number •.•....•... .••• , USF? • , , •••••• , •••• •.

3. Hills, ATO

Green League:

,;

1. Spector, Lambda Clli (23.4)
2. Pivec, TKE
3. iliaus, ZBT
Alpha:
I . Butter, rw (U,Bl
2, Diedrich, 4W
3. Finney, 4W

Green League: . ,
I. Dalton, Pike 55,4
2. Otto, TKE ·
3. Bruce, TKE

Bela:

Alpha:
1. Stafford; 4W (56.7)
2. Crowley, 4W
3. Teller, 4E

.

3. Harden, 2W

,
Beta:
1. Greek, 3W (58.4)
2. Upch·urch, 3W
3, MobleY1 3W

Fon11na:
,. Haley, F7&3 (2'-0)
2. Powell, F7&8

Fontan ■

Andros:
l. Richardson; Thell I (24.01
2. Poslek, EIIII Independent:
1. Pope, Black Burners (24.41
l. Brush, P.EM
3. Robertson, PEM
4: caroy, Frogs

3. Davies, Etau;.1 .. • t•·

Independent
,. _Dambly, PEM

(S9.B)

220 Yard Dash Results:
· Gold League:
I. Nettles, SAE (23,8)
2. Russell, TEP

Broad ·Jump:
Gold League:
1. Glaize, Phi. De11· 121~2"l
2. Bylander, Sig Ep
3. OIHn, Sigma Nu

880 Yard Results
Gold League:
I. Pages, Sig Ep (2:11.6)
2. Griffelh, ATO
3. Gannaway, ATO
Green Leaguei,
•1. McCulloogh, TkE (2:09.11
2. Dallon, Pike
3. Caffee, TKE
Alpha:

1. Nacco, 4W (2:13,9)
2. Crowley, 4W

3.· Stalford,

Track And Field
Coach-i.ng-Class Se.t,

~: . ;{~;::::;:ii:~y,' .
,,.,
;~.ii
.:·.··.-.;..,
,:.
•.. •-;·,

.

.

'

standard, radio, heater.

~00
51 Chevy ••••• ~ •••••• -• ••••• • ••••• · $69_

2-dr. sedan.

Dale Mabry
'67 Fairlane • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1768.00_

Fonfana

Andros:
1. Poslek, Etall (18' 11")
Independent:
1. Brush, PEM -(17' tD'')
2. -Robertson, PEM
3. Dambly, _PEM

air conditioned.. ,

66 Falcon ...•• ·.....•..... ..•.... $1366.00

6 .cyl,
1

1. Powell, F7&1 (14' I")

500 GTA,-2-dr. hardtop, 390·V8, auto., power steering & brakes,

Honest-to-

2. McNabb, 3W

3. Cllmer, 2w

Fontana:
1. Aska, F3 (2:23.0)
2. s~ntos, F7&8

·Andros:
1, Vincent, Iola (2:09)
2. Davies, Eta II
3. Land~n, 1011

Pepsi taste!

'63 Fairlane ......•. ~........ ... $576.00

PEPSI•
CO.LA

'63 Dodge •.·•..•.... ~........ ... $427.00

500,

2-dr. hardtop,

4-door,

6 cyl.,

6. cyl., auto., radio/heater,

white wolls.

auto., radio/healer, factory oir. Nice.

. l'lckl)I lllmrl 11arli11t,ujl

1
ZA'
'SUPE-R:' PIZ
.
1111
GO.ES :oN :SALE ••••
1

-

. Independent:

NATIONA L TRACK ed States Track and Field 1. Mccraven (2:14.7)
STORE;
COACHES SCHOOL AT USF Federation (USTFF). Cooper
High Jump Results:
America's fii:st annual Na- will. be the guest lecturer at Gold
League:
,tional Track and Field Coach- the school.
I. Blanton, Phi De.II (5'6")
Lincoln,
2.
The school, jointly conduct- 3, -ArbogislSigma Nu
ing . School, conducted by a
by . the USF Division of
ed
teaching· staff of outstanding
League:
Education,___ and t'he .Green
Physical
exnational and international
I. Merriam, Lambda Chi (5'4")
Tacco,
..
2
perts, will be held at the Uni- Center for ·Continuing Educa- 3. Miller, Pike
Pike
Au- tion, · is open to men and
ELY "CHBOME)"I.NISH,6{'. versity of South Florida
Alpha:
w_omen coaches and is being I. -Smith, lE (5'8")
gust 3-9.
, ...
·-' .
as an annual 2. Diederich, 4W
structured
' .., . ,,,, ;, ,,,, '
Track
,
Head
Carnes,
Jimmy
3. Hutchlnson, 4W
- ;_:, ;_,, Coach at the University of event.
·':<i ,
,_. ,>
11eta:
·- Florida, -will be the Director·
)_ ,\ ~, ~ ·.:
THE UNIVERSITY . has al- 1. Mokler, 3W3W.14'6")
;:- \,
Reynolds,
of the coaching school which ready made several · interna- 2.·
3. Upchurch,.3W
by
"learning
· will emphasize
tional reservations for ·coachdoing" in all track and field es from Canada, Puerto Rico ,.tndependent
Brush, Pl:M H'7''>
events.
South America. Nationaland
DIAMOND MERCHANTS OF AMERICA
880 Yard Relay:
0 TH E R OUTSTANDING . ly, there is. a joint sponsorship Gold League:
cooperaand
USTFF
the
with
ATO
1,
ernational
int
national : and
2. SAE
authorities include: Fred Wilt. · tive support from the Florida 3. Phi Delta Thell!
former World Cup record High School Activities AssocaLeegye:
holder and Sullivan Award tions and the National Feder- ~r;~E
IK TA.~PA SKOP AT GORDON'S
2. Pl Kappa Alphl
School
High
State
of
atiori
.
CTR,
SHOPPIHG
Head
PLAZA
Buehler,
BRITTOH
Al
• 3924
winner;
3. IAmbda Chi
. - • H0RTHGAi'E SHOPPING' CEHTER . . . .
Coach at Duke Univer- Athl!;!tic Ass,ociation.
Track
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
For further information Alphll:
sity ; Tom Olson, pole vault
1. Alpha 4W ..
OTHE RSTOHS IN: ST. PETERSB URG. CLEARWATER,
in the
about
I participation
specialist, and Carl Cooper,
BRAOEIITON, PLANT CITY ANO LAKELA~O
.3W
executive director of the Unit- school, contact Dave Fellows • .

,
t. .

.:. :.i~l/4:: ~~~Ifj;:

A_ny large P_izza
~ny S·mall Pizza •••• • $1.00

__

-~--

~~~~[~~~ff·-~~.~~,:~5~~~?•t!~~~~;:~~~;~~:~~~~1-. .-.-

G.~~-R.R!'}:~
0

_r.•~;,a

··

factory air, bui:~et seats, console, whitewalls, double sharp.

4W

Bela:
1. Upchurch, 3W(2:22.5)

FOR THE 1969
GRADUATE ...
FROM THE
LOVE BUG'S

190 D, 4-speed,
1

3. Fjpdeman, 2W -

\ 4. Dickerson, 2W

Anctro,
I. Postek, Etall 155.ll
2, O,Oper, Iota . ,

GrHn League:
I. Spector, Lambdll Chi (20' 5"1
2. Paugh, ZBT
3. Eubanks, DTD
Alpha :
1. Diederich, t\W (20' 9")
l. Buller, 4W
3. Stradlelgh, ◄W
Beta:
1: Schnelder, 3W (19' 11")
2. Reynolds, 3W

,

1. Schneider, 3W (25.S)
2. Upchurch, 3W

1. Naldrttt, .F3 (63,5)

Florid~ .Ave.
64 ·Mercede.s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • $1395~00·

1

Good Through MAY 27

· Sorry only one
Coupon per Pi:i:za

.

~

.
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Wedd.ing ,Series
Spoilig.ht·· · Shines

Brides-lo-Be Need -:fimetable

.

,

'

I'

US:F Coeds
. .

.

~

'

FQi; the past five· weeks a
series of programs for the
young bride, to aid her iµ preparing for her wedding day,
)Jave been presented PY the
University Center Fashion
Committee.
The proiz'~ have included the selection and care of
Qiamonds, china, . silver <;111d
crystal; how to plan a wedding and. tr9usseau. The final
show · of gowns and tuxedos
will be today at 7 p.m. in the
University Center Ballroom.
"Diamonds," the first progr~ presented by Clarence
Allen of Beckworth Range in
Trunpa, e?(plained 'the proper
selection and care of tlle diamond.
1

HE EMPHASIZED the four
"C's" or factors which establish the value of any diamond
sold anyw:here. They are cut- .
ting, color, clarity and the
carat weight.
Allen also presented the
second program, "S i 1 v e r,
China and Crystal." He suggested the new bride go first
to a ·jewelry store when looking for advice on her choice
,Coed· Wishfully Lioks . Over . Silver
of her dinner settings.
Most important _in the
coordination of settings is
that "if it looks good to .you
and µiakes yo!l feel c:omfortable to sit down with-; it's
Tqe Spring Spectacular Golf right for you."
Tournament last ' May 10,
HE WARNED aga~t conwhich .had more . than 56 temporary silver designs beentries from staff;· students, cause one might grow tired of
and 'alumni, was considered a it in time. He alsQ cautjoned
great success by members of girls in bargains, in their sethe Student Govermnent,
lectioa of china and crystal
The· USGA- Galloway System giving them a few helpful
of scoring was used in the hints in proper choice.
tournament with winners re"How. to Plan a Wedding"
· ceiving cash· prizes and gift the third program was cocertificates for low gross and commentated qy Mrs. Wendy
low handicap scores. ·The gift Swindell' from Modem B.ridal
certificates can be picked up in Tampa and Mrs. Ann
at the pro shop.
Winch, registered nurse from ·
Gary Morgan turned in the the USF Health Center.
·
lowes~ gross score with a 77 , Mrs. Swindell gave advice
~4 he receiv~~-a" ~10,~ cer- . .on all.p~es of planning from ·
. fflicate for his ~effo~. ~~om ,, ;the ~ of :wedding, to the~
Hurtak and Joe:"Pagclllo both ·"cnoice ~of bridesmaids to the
carded 78's and-they received guest list, invitatio~s, the .
a four dollar ~ft certifi~te. gown, flowers, music, por. Bob Johnson ·turned in. the trait, - transportation, trouslow~st,_scQre. ~ }J~di~ ap, with seau, . gilts, luncheons, teas,
a run~ .hand1caR 71. . He re- dinners, name changes on .
ceived a $10 ~t certific~te cr~dentials, housing arrange- ·
while· Rich Chrlstie ~aqd Mike ments for out of town guests,
Morgan· each 1treceived five moving, and thank you notes.
dollars ·and three respectively
Mrs. Winch then took over
for 71's.
i,Jli>"the program and gave a brief
talk on the physi~al examinaCros:,ing· between intersec- tion and birth control pills.
tions was responsible for 40 . · She· emphasized, "The pill
per cent of pedestrian dea-t hs .. is not for everyone.'' This
in 1968, according to annual should be ,/determined -by a
figures compiled by The Trav- thorough physical examinaelers Insurance· Companies. tion. She ~aid not to be relucMore than 9,600 pedestrlans ~nt in talking with your docwere blamed for their own tor; be frank:
deaths last year.
·
trousseau faslµon show
was the fourth -program of the
series, presented • by Mary
. Hey>felloJ,Os> the number is
Kay Marcham of J. C. Penney's at Westshore in Tampa,
gave a glimpse of what mightbe
good selection for her
wardrobe, .for her honeymoon
and the settling-in _period.
FASHION~ . IN ~ngerie,
-:,· ••• if you want
bathsuits, lounging wear,
sports· clothes, suits, after-five
wear, cocktail and formal at· experienced auto •parts
tire were all presented.
The fifth ·a nd final program
,presented by Modern Bridal
Shoppe and moderated by
Zana Clay in Tampa will show
gowns and tuxedos, modeled
by USF students.

I

Mrs. Wendy Swindell from M-0dern Bridal
Shoppe gave , out a timetable for the brideto-be. She advised planning should· start three
months before the we.dding.

. Trousse_a·u Sportswear

TWOMC1NTHS
1. Make ·appointment for bridal portrait to
be taken· after the ·gown has arrived and has
been· fitted; allowing time for the photographer
to develop it an,d put it in the paper.
THREE MONTHS
2,.SHOP FOR trousseau and household fur1. Decide on the type of wedding, the date,
~hings.
the time, the size, the dress and the nll;Illb~r of
3. Arrange for transportation of wedding
attendents.
.
2. Check the availability of dresses for · party.
·
4.
Take
care
of physical and dental examiyo_urself and the 'bridesmaids. Usually it takes
_about eight weeks for the delivery of the dress- nations. .
5. Make appointment for the beauty salon..
es.
..
.
6!
SELECT gifts for the bridesmaids and
3. NOTIFY THE groom's mother abpµt the · the groom.
,• ,
··
-:guest list.
.
i
7. Have a luncheon for tqe briqesmaids and
4. ·Order invitations - c:1bn'.t rtJSh in .making
other
close friends - it may be the last time
·your choice, there are ~sua!Jy bridal cQnsul.you
can
get.together.
.
·tants to help in every department. •
8. Register for china:and crystal.
5: Look for your own gown either on your
ONE MONTH
own or with your mother.
1. MAIL OUT invitations.
6. CHOOSE THE bridesmaids dresses. · 2. Change name and addr~ss on driver's liMake the ·initial selection by yourself or with cense? credit cards and insurance.
.
one friend. Yours is the final say:. Consider the
3. Make arrp,ngements for housing, out of
cost, the coloring and the sizes.
town guests.
. 7. Order flowers - keep in mind what the ·
4. ~
'.~OVING arrangements.
bridesmaids are wearipg and what is available
ONE WEEK
at the particular season.
Recheck:
8. SEl,ECT MUSIC carefully with the.· musi1. Caterer.
cian playing for you.
.
2. Florist.
9. Make ·arrangements with a caterer.
3. CHURCH and minister.

Golf TQutney Is
Great Success

~-.:. . . . . ;"'---"---'-~--- - - - - - ---~--

The

.

:626-7717

a

;··:·INSTALLED AND
.·.· .GUARANTEED!

Joe and Ed, formerly with
Adams, invite you to visit them
at 5509 E. Broadway • •. for fast
service and the 1best prices! · f..;,~·

FREE
SOAP

ENGINES,
. /' ;
RADIATORS, · '· 1 ·
.REAR ENDS AND ·-\
TRANSMISSIONS l
INSTALLED AND~
GUARANTEED!

to

USF
St_udents
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs~
. At

KOINKLE~N
OPEN·SUNDAY • PH. 626-7717

LAUNDROMAT

Good feelin' goes with square dealin', so call Jo~ or:Ed.
Free delivery of aJJto parti to any garage or service sta•
· tion in Tampa.

°TEMPLE TERltACE ..

Allen's Used Auto Parts

OPEN 5:30 ·A.M.10:30 P.M.

Division of Ed Lee, Inc.
5509 E. Broadway;Tampa, Fia.

¼

' .

~- ·.

.

.

336 19

-SHOPPING

CENTEJl

'

),

I

I

(arefully_weeded ·out of·our.
fine .selection
of quality
mJrchan•ise.
.. .,
.
~

-All _colleg~:seal .i.evielry.30% off (charms, necklaces, pin·~, etc.)
..
~- ---..
Clothing "-~ T-shirts, sweatshirts, ties, iackets -up to 50% off
.

,

.

.

...
<

. .
'

Clear pJastic tote bags -

·so~ off

Clearance
on al I posters ;_ 50% 'off
.
.

.

.

Revlon Eye · Shadow Spree" (all stores} .Six-fashion shades
11

in compact Reg. $4.00 Sale Price 2.88
SPECIAL - Limited supply Bay Campus" Sweatshirts
11

PLUS! Limited supply of "OLD" Books.(some new- some used)
· Selected Piano Music • • • priced to sell

ALL SALES.FINAL!!
,________-4,n,1....--------1.1

7

·ARGOS

, -

-/..

I

We~re Cleaning
Hous'e with_uGreat
·c1earance
· · • o·f Junk •1 •, •1·

· All jewelry ••••••••• •• , ••••••••.• •••••••••• 20% off
5 only Du,o Adhesive for eyelashes Reg. 98c • • • • • • Sale 25c
30 Initial key chains ,eg. 79c •••••••• : •••••••• Sale 50c
8 Key cases Reg. 1.00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sale 60c
9 pcs. English· leather ••• ; ••••••••••••••••••• 20% off
7 Flashlites Reg. 1.99 ~........................ Sale 1.50
2 Tobacco Pouches
8 Plastic cigarette cases Reg. 15c ••••••••••••• Sale 1 Oc
1 Water Pik Reg. 4.98 • • ; • : ••••• • •••• •••• •• Sale· 1,-50
3 Faded stl!,ffed animals Reg. 4.00 • • • • • • • • • • • • Sale 2.50
1 Faded stuffed animal Reg. 4.98 •••••••••••••••• : •••••• Sale 2.50
12 pcs. Car Wax •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •••_·50% off
6 Cosmetic purses Reg. 1.00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sale 60c ,
T-shirts and nitees (as marked)

US ~

Girl's Oose Out Gymwear ••••••••• _- ~ ... ... . ........ . ,50% off

· All iewelry •••••••..••••••••••••••• ~ ••\• ••.•••••••• 20% off
167 "Sick Signs" Reg. 35c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sale 15c
4 pr. Lolene Hose Reg. 99c ••••••••• ••• •••••••• ; ••••• Sale ·2sc
1 Pr. Black net ·hose Reg: 1.45 ••••••••••••••• ·•••••••• Sale SO.~
1- Damage wash cloth Reg. 20c. ; .-•• ;-••••·••••••••.• •• •• Sale Sc
9 ·pcs. Dyanshine shoe polish Reg. 25c •••••••.• ••••••••••·; Sale Sc
6 pcs. Lano-Wax shoe polish Reg. 33c ••••••••• • .•••••••. Sale·Sc
Max Fodor - Strong Hold for nails 2 pcs. Reg. 2.50 • • • • • • Sale·-99c
Max Factor Nail Polish 1 piece Reg. 1.10 ••••••••••••••• S111e.50c
1 Faded Nitee·Reg. 2.39 ••••••••• -................... Sale '99c
16 Whistles Reg. 85c .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • Sale 25c
·1 Red nite cap Reg. 75c •••••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sale 10c
· 4 J & J Bandage Reg. 45c .••• .': ........;••••••••••••••• Sale Sc
·c1othi11g (as marked)
'

BOOKSTORE
&· CAMPUS
SHOPS
UNIVERSl"fY CENTER
ANDROS .a. ARGOS CENTERS

Employee Alcoholism
Costs Industry Billions
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Greeks Initiate;
Increases Rolls
Tri Delts Tie
For First Place

shops followed by a luncheon
and then a business meeting.

DZ's Given Tray;
lnitiat-e Sisters

On April 20, Tri Delta tied
for first place in the Greek
Newly initiated sisters pregames for Greek Week. The
sorority won the pyramid sented the Delta Zeta sisters
race, the bicycle race and the witti a silver tray at their ini•
Volkswagen race along with tiation April 27 at the Holiday
Kappa Alpha Theta. The two Inn. New sisters are: Patty
sororities put 25 girls in one Bass, Carol Childs, Ann Griffin, Mary Lee. Healey, Billie
Vokswagen.
Mary Jo Tolson was chosen Gordon, Ginger Mathews,
Best Little Sister for the sec• Jeanne J;>angle, Jeanne
ond time in a row at ATO Robcke, Grace Rhea, Susan
weekend. Elesa Nelson was Cody, Janice Sarian, Judy
ch~en All Greek Woman of Priede, Susan Phillips and
the Year by Panhellenic Kathy Sumner.
Billie Gordon and Ginger
Council.
Harriet Daniels is a Pi Matthews were selected out•
Kappa Alpha Little Sister. standing pledges for Quarter
Sherrie Seroka has been cho- II. Janice Puglio received the
sen a Little .Sister of Lamda scholarship plaque for the
highest GPR during Quarter
Chi Alpha.
Jane Huck is pinned to a II... Barbara Welsh was given
Sigma Nu at the University. of the pledge's award for the
Florida. Sherrie Seroka was outstanding sis_ter. .
lavaliered to Jim Taylor, a
Lamda Chi Alpha and Julie
Hale to Dennis Notto, an
Alpha Tau Omega.
On May 10 an informal
New ATO officers are:
party I to -honor third quarter
pledges was sponsored at the Steve Hansen, president; Bill
Pebble Creek Golf Club. The B r a n t I e y,- vice-president;
Beta Alpha chapter was host- Dave Landon, secretary'; Deness for the Tri Delta state nis Walte:rs,· treasurer; Tony
meeting at the Statler Hilton Lombardi, records ; ChucR:
in Clearwater on May 3. The Zinkil, sentinel and Marc
state meeting opened with col- Gaines, ushee. New commitlegiate and alumnae work- ·teemen are: Rick Kelley, SO·

ATO Elects.
New Officers

GIVE YOUR HAil} A

BEAUTY TREAT

cial chairman; Skip Foley,
rush chairman; Gordon Coppage; athletic, chairman . and
Keith Templeman, pledgemaster.
ATO w~ekend was May 2, 3.
Highlight of the ,veekend
events w~s a · formal @nee
·held on Friday night at the
Sheraton Inn. Awards presented included the "Best Senior"
award. Danny Griffith received the "Mario Sivelo -Athletic' Service Award. The first
annu·a l "Sigma Chi Brown
Derby Award" was presented
to' brother Bill Brantley. On
Saturday, May 3 a picnic and
dance was sponsored by the
group at the Hillsborough
Wildlife Club.

.DG Takes First
Relay
In Clothes
,
Delta Gamma took first
place in the clothes relay and
second place in the greasedball throw at the Greek
games on April 20.
Lee Bryer was tapped for
Athenaeum honorary society.
As part of the group's nation•
al fotmdation project for sight
conservation and aid to the
ibliild, Delta Gamma sponsored its annual glaucoma
screening April 20 at Temple
Terrace Methodist Church.
Sandy Winning, has been
chosen a Lamda Cbi Alpha
Little Sister. New· pledge officers are: Jan Miller, president; Cathy Stevens, vice.
president; Marilyn Smith,
secretary; Linda Schickel,
treasurer; Janet McDougal,
historian; Joyce Schwartz, social chairman; Vicky Donelson, Junior Panhellenic delegate and Sharon Burge, alternate Junior Panhellenic dele-gat~.

SAE Upsets
Sigma Nu _In
1-M Softball
LET A PROFESSIONAL
CONDITION. IT!
.

be held May 30, 31 and June 1
at Camp Indian Head.
KAT pledges had a traditional kite flying day May · 1g
and a barbecue for alumnae
May 17.

KD-!s, Initiate;
Sisters. H·onored
.
On May 3 the following
pledges were inifiat~d ~ sisters: Carol'Evans, Linda Garcia, ·Kathy .Osterman, Irene
Rampi, Ellen ~hanks, Rose
Tennyson, Carolyn Warren
and Debbi Wootton. After the
initiation the new sisters were
honored at a luncheon at the
Cafe Sevilla. Rose Tennyson
received the best plegg~
award. Ellen Shank received
the Most spirit award and
Debbi Wootton received the
Scholarship Award.
Wendy Williams alld Martha Clement were elected representatives to Student Government from the College of
· Education.
Cindy Griffen was lavaliered to Steve Abbot, an SAE.
JoAnn Bodden has been
eleted secretary of the Education council and Betts
Driermeyer has been elected
secretary of the Dorm council.

TEP Entertains
Tampa ~rphans
On Saturday, May 3, Tau Epsilon Phi's little sisters along
with the TE~ pledges and
brothers took several orphans
from a local orppanage to
Lowry Park. Jerry Sternstein,
director of External Affairs of
the Student Government, was
appointed Exeautive Director
of the State Council of Student
Body Presidents . (SCSBP).

American industry loses
from $4 billion to $7.5 billion
Dom Grosso and Norm Goo- annually due to employee algel were elected to the S_tu• coholism.
dent Government College of
Dr. Robert D. Tucker, assoBasic Studies representative ciate professor of finance at
seats on tbe SRG party ticket. the University of South FloriMike Cohen was ·elected as in- da, drew this _conclusion upon
dependent' candidate.
completing · a study of emPledge Pete-Robustelli is_la- ployee alcoholism and its efvaliered to Cindy Samuels, a fect on business and governstudent at Santa Fe Junior ment.
College. Arnie Simon is lavaTucker explained tha~ alcoliered ·to Ronnie -Ramo and holism does not only strike
Larry Schwartz is l~va.µered · bluecollar workers. "It's a
to Linda Holbrook, a Delta disease and·as such-can strike
Gamma.
anyone, executive or laborer

Kappa Phi Frat
Established Here
Kappa Phi, USF's newest
fraternity, was granted a provisional status as. a local fraternity by the Inter-Fraternity
council on April 16.
The fraternity, which started in January has grown from.
six members to 26 brothers.
Officers are: Walter Simkus,
pesident; Robert Quinn,
vice-president; Terence Drizd,
secretary; • Thomas Mawhinney, treasurer; Thomas Robertson, chaplain and Louis
L a z a r u s, Inter-Fraternity
Council representative. Other
members are: Steve Bohon,
Waddy Brown, Al Brandon,
Doug ·eollin, Lester Couch,
James Downing, Dave Dunk•
elburger, Dan Grant, Randy
Lenten, Don Lopez, Kent
McElheny, Robert Mitfauer,
Ron Moisuk, Tom Morton,
Walter Packard, Steve
Phipps, Rick Reichle, Terry
Smith, Tyler Watts and Gregory Young.
Kappa Phi's first project
will be a car wash on May.17
at Crandon's Phillip's 66 station at the corner of 30th
Street and Fletcher Avenue.
Tickets may be obtained from
.any Kappa Phi.

'a like."

Your hair should be your crowning glory • ••

~JEU~,At Utt~
Beauty Salon and _Wig Center ·,, ~
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd Street Ph. 935-H00

SWINGER'S SPECIAL
•
'66 442 cmbe;,rdtn$ii. Ao1oiJ •:bq:.~.;

your eyes straight ahead,
chests high, buttocks tucked
under and knees slightly
flexed."
She told the class that the
new theory in walking is to.
walk in parallel lines, not to
put one foot r in fro~t of 1he
other.
Mrs. Knight asked the stu•
dents to bring mirrors as next
week's session will deal with
·makeup.

'65 MUSTANG

'67 BONNEVILLE

2/door hardtop, VB'
4 Jpeed; console, A/C
w/w; Like New.

4/d~r hardtop
originol/one owner
LOADED

$1195

$2295

• If your language professor can't translate these
features, come see Pancho Alvarez at Jim Harrell
. Pontiac, Northgate location.

JIM HARRELL PONTIAC
NORTH GATE
10415 Fla. Ave./ Ph. 932-4315
OPEN SUNDAY 12-6

Kappa -Alpha Theta's (KAT)
Margaret Miller and Peggy
McNally -were awarded fellowships for graduate study in
speech pathology. Three KAT
sisters were elected Student
Governnient · representatives:
Linda Keeneth a nd Susan
Dickinson, College of Basic
· .Studies, and Rose Raska, Collet~ !!~~:ti::·ren Solomon
a Tau Kappa Epsilon calendar girl. Gale Hays, ~haptei:
colonizer, was honored with a
surprise birthday party. ·Sandie Thomas is engaged to Ron
IS
•

·Hobbs.
Rush wor_kshop for KAT will

--SAN DWIC H SHOP,- ----/

WE SPECIALIZE IN

• BROASTED CHICKEN
• Shrimp_· Boxes
• Fish Boxes·
• SPECIAL CtllCKEN·SNACK $.89.
.

.

LOCATIONS
9228 ·5 6th St~
3026 E. 7th Ave.

Ph. 988-6559

Pfl. 246-6771

Female roommate wanted to
share apartment located •· six
miles from USF. · $35·month.
Call 988-8781 after 6 p.m.
. 6. FOR SALE

____
1_ _ _ _ _ _"""!'"

PART TIME HELP! (Upper
Level Students) Work the hours
convenient to your schedule and
be paid higher than average
earnings. Call Don Henderly at
876-3173 to see if you cap quali.
fy.
Become a Merle Girl! Earn
x-tra money by taking orders
for Merle Norman Cosmetics.
Call Temple Terrace St4dio for
details. Phone 988-7394.

~ailer, 8x46, good condition;
$1400 on l ¼ acre 5 min. NW of
ca~p~s. 149 Ave., 20th St. Fits
two nicely reduced living costs.
For' add. info call 935-9257
For sale : Seal Point Siamese
93 1801
20
' 15. SERVICES OFFERED
2~:~r!e. $ · Phone
. ts f any
_.
Psychiatrist couch, beautiful
condition. $40. Perfect for eclec- Papers, manitscrip . 0
GerEnglish,
tic decorating. Wanted: Aquari- 1ength typed m
um and its goodies. Call Phil at 1:lan, and ~ench. IBM ex~cutive carbon nbb0n. Call Jennifer
.
ext: 619.
....,.____at_9_35_·7_9_48_·_ _ _ _ _ _ __
· _________
Typing done in. my own home.
10• AUTOMOTIVE
15 years experience. 4405 Cobia
988-7533
Drive.
, XK150 L eMans .1959
_ _ _ _ __
___
_ _Phone:
. ._
Jaguar
nd
Found
And
Lost
20
ltiOn.
co
mint
in
Roadster
_ _ __
grey, new upholstery and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Dove
interior, a classic. -$l350, 442• LOST· March 6 twin opal ring
4728, 1437 Hamlet, Clearwater. gold ~etting. REWARD. Pleas~
.
call 93577090.
Whoever took my painting from
13. WANTED
the painting studio in the Fine
POETRY WANTED for cooper• Arts building on May 10 or 11,
ative poetry anthology. Please please return. No questions
include stamped envelope. Send asked. It means a lot to me.
to Idlewild .Press, 543 Fred~r- - - - - - - - - - - - ick, San Francisco, California, 21. MISCELLANEOUS
···· ·· ···
94117
study
- - - - - - - - - - -· .Undergraduates may
aboard ship and in world ports
HELP WANt$~ -.
14.
· fall semester 1969 or spring se·
Mal,, Fem~le_ . . rnester 1970. Up to 16.½ credits
- - - - - - - - - - - - transferable. Fall semester visATTENTION ALL S E NI ORS its western Europe and MediterFROM TAMPA ,BAY ~~ - ranean, northwest Africa, South
Career $600 pe!' month, plus ex:- America; spring semester the
pense allowance·for-man needed Orient, India, Europe. Write Difor insuranc;e ag~n~y. Send r~- rector of Student Admissions,
surne to: P. 0. Box 11702, Tarn- World Campus Afloat - Chapman College, Orange, California
·
l)a, Florida 33610.
- 2 PUBLIC RELATIONS ,RE- 92666..
PRESENTATIVES - a rapidly
expanding· company, needs 2 re- ~ ~ ~ ~ M \ f&trnmnrJ
·.
presentatives who can speak
CLASSIFIED
Spanish and-or Italian fluently,
ADVERTISING RATES
a~ y;ell as English to a_ssi~t us
durmg summer months m introducing a revolutionary new idea 5 Unes
in Hillsborough County. If you (27 characters/line) •• . $1.00
qualify, you will have an oppor- Additional Line • .'..... .15
.OOtun1ty to continue on a part-time Repeated: 2-4 Issues
bas1s when schoo~ starts. Exp~- More than 4 issues ____ .'3~
ri~ce not essential _as ~e ~ •Per five lines (27 characters)
tram you. For confidential m•
mGmtl!Wliilo'!IM!!ll""@#!l4W/MlB®51S!l½B!!llQmim:N~@!Ziil'iwrill4~%fi.im3ffll I
.terview, Call 236-5532.
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TEMPLE TERRACE
.
FLORIST

I

is s~bw~e~ . $185
Budget-Accounts of Course

Arthur Yates
,

·eler

FLOWERS FOR
All 0CCAs,oNs
PH. 988-50.10

3802 Neptune
Open Fridays

'Til Nine·

STORE FRONT PARKING
!i't

253-3577

11
w

Temple Terrace Florist

Comer South Dole Mobry
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UC ctharm Class Learns
Concepts Of lndividucil-ity

------ --L--

Theta's Win
Fell_owship

I

8912 · 56th St.

"The whole new concept in
charm is individuality," Mrs.
Zada Knight told the charm
class. Be yourself. Do your
own thing. Don't do anything
that isn't you." The session on'
Monday, May 5, was devoted
to modeling and UC 255 became a · runway as the students practiced walking and
turning to recorded music.
"Look -happy," Mrs. Knight
•
counseled the class. ' 'Keep

show him the record and send
him to the medical department for diagnosis. Then
something can.be done to help
the alcoholic employee."
Dr. Tucker became interested in the problem about
five years ago. He is not interested iri the legal, moral or
medical aspects of alcoholism. He is interested in only
the economic aspects of it.
" I'm · not saying whether it's
good religion or bad religion,"
he commented.

·~

THE .PROBLEM was not attacked until recent years...because · management was unaware that· it existed,'" Dr.
Tucker continued.
"Few workers will admit
they're drunk or have hangovers. They'll say it's, flu or
anything else. Nobody's more
·inventive than an alcoholic
when he needs a drink." ,
Dr. Tucker offered suggestions for helping alcoholic employees. "First," he said,
"recognize it as a disease.
The World Health Organization, the American Medical
Association and others ~aye

Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE)
pushed across three runs in
the sixth inning t(j come from
behind and upset Sigma Nu
6-5 last week in · a key intramural softball clash.
Behind ~3 after five innings, SAE put together the
game-winning rally in the
sixth on safeties by Rich Bast
and Tony Howe, and on a
Sigma Nu outfield error after
Brian Osteen's line-hit.
Sigma Nu did all-its scoringin . the first inning including
back ·10 back homers by Gary
Brown and Les Parker. The
.loss was the fmjt in three
years for Sigma Nu.
l4. HELP WANTED
2. FOR RENT
Other scores ·for the week
_ _ _ __
___
_ ___
wer~:
_
,
Female
.
.
.
Male,
. . . Apartment to sub-lee
Lambda Chi 2, TKE 1; B3E ,, B3W 51
B2E 13, B2W S; A1 EW 4,. A2E 3; Phi or take over lease at_ Wards Male Counselors f.or North CarF
. Co d
Delf 14, ATO 4; ZBT 10, Kappa Sig 5; Apts · in new bldg. Rent $105.
. -e S1J1ll1Iler camp. or
DTD ·., , P IKE O; A4W 8, A3E 7; B2W mth and utilities available- Jn olina
4.
lata
5,
II
Et■
51
13; 83W
11. See P. Maccartney, 12205 N. application send post card to-:
T. R. Robertson, Camp Pine16 St., Apt. 201.
l. 'APTS._ & HOUSES wood, 1414 Felch Ave., Jax.,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F1_a_._3_220_7._ _-==-=-:---==--

if it's suffering from neglect, too much SIJn, etc_., .
our speci'al treatment will give it new fife! _., ·

done this.
PERSONS WITH the disease respqnd to treatment
when they want to. Then,
management must see that
treatment is made available
to those diagnosed as alcoholics."
Dr. Tucker advised that it is
up to the supervisor to detect
possible alcoholics. "When he
sees evidence of high absenteeism ·or poor work, the supervisor should call the employee in for a conference,

•~r,f

~~~:

· \50 OE.F
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BRING USF ID CARD
Goog THR_U MAY 28

GO ON A PIZZA JAG AT
THE

PIZZA6HUT

3405 'E. HILLSBORO
716 N. DALE MABRY ·
8426 N. FLORIDA

P.H. 238-1212
PH. 877-1912
PH. 935-0512

Previously Ordered

Anno uncem ents
an<;!

Name Car_d s
Now Available

U.C. Bookstore

1·

'The Apple Tree'
Is Growing Daily
·By DOUG KAYE
Correspondent

THE ·oR~CLE -May 21, 1969, U. of South Floridcr-9

A Day In Life

same essential theme in past
and present.

Early next month, Experimental Theatre will present a
musical comedy, the Senior
ProJect of Nita Laca and _
Susan Strandberg . The show
is " The Apple Tree" with
music and lyrics by Jerry
Harnick and Sheldon Bock;
the same pair who wrote th~ _
songs for "Fiddler - en th"'

Roof."

Dialogue Evolves-~- With
Art Faculty, Stitdents

-In Dublin City

How far -p ast? Well - the
first segment, "The Diary of
Adam and Eve," adapt-or Jerome Coopersmith had based
on Mark T\vain's "Letters
from the Earth," the hilarious
expose of what that first part
of Genesis is really about.
With Terry Beaver as Adam
and Karen Spadacene as Eve,
what else can one expect. but
the ;lnake, played by Frank
Donovan.

A wide-open, - informal dia-'
logue evolved last week between students and faculty 6f
the Art Departmen t.
The movement, as ex-'
plained by student .Bill Robinson, 6ART, was an attempt to
get around. the formal struc,
ture of ·education. Robinson
feels then~ is more to . education than the classroom situation, more to be learned by
just informal discussion with
professors. · . _
The sessions· ·started with
graduate students getting together with faculty in their
homes. An increase in the
, number interested and attending however forced a move to
the teaching gallery.
''AT LEAST thi°s provides
a situation where· things ·can ·
happen; whether or .not tliey
do.d~pend~ UpP~t~e particular
circumstan ces each day,'! said
Meret Larson, assistant professor of Fine Arts.
.
"For example, every dias
logue has been different," she
said.
,.,.
"Up unti,l no_w
Art . Department has had no place for .
spontaneous reaction like ·the
lounge iii the Theatre Departmente and the...practic e room
in -the Music Departmen t.

~

LACA, director, is con- , THE SECOND part
is the
densing the originally three- immediate present or
part evening to two parts: the therea"boilt
s - and is cartoonist Jules Feiffer's wacky
updated Cinderella st o r y,
" Passionella ." " Ella - was a
-chimn_ey-sweep . .. " and that
profession i n present-day
Student director A. _Joseph ' Americana doesn't have much
Argenio will present ·" Pleas'e of a future. So what does Ella
Read Your Programs"' fur do but sit in front of her TV
this Friday's .Experime ntal and · dream of · becoming a
Theatre at 2 p.m. in the Cen- mqvie star :
tre Stage.
.
Barbara .Molloy is she who
Loosely based on a theory
by Aristotle, th~ ·program will is transformed into the ravishpresent Mary Benson, Mary , ing (or is it ravished?) PassiLou Holt, Jane Jackson, ' KcW , onella,
Brion Black is Flip
Robertson, Dar(yl, Rich Shar"The
Prince"
Charming, and
key, and Ron Zarr in an effort
to promulgat e a configm:a- Bob . Pasternak is Y o u r
tion of aesthetic sub.stantiali- '. Friendly !'l"eighborhood God•
ties.
mother.

Please Read ...

•

I

· Meet the man with the
·· College Senior Plan
.Tack F. Newkirk
ff. you're a college ·senior ·or graduatt0

stud ent, · Protective Life's College· Senior

Plan is-for you. Th is unique l ife insurancesavings .pr:ogram offers special ·benefits at
preferred ra tes. And your policy is completely paid up by normal retirement age.
Remember, too, that premium deposits
may be deferied until your earnings in•
crease. Sound like a · plan worth investigat•
ir'lg? It is. Get fulf· informa tiOn • from your
•. ~rotective Life College RE!presentative.

JACK F. NEWKIRK
206 Ma ri~er Bldg.
5415 Mari_ner ~ t .·
~Tampaf-'F1 a. '33609'
Tel, 877·8391

s uite
~

"'-

PROTEGTLV:J3: LIFE•. .
dHJ.14."tlUf.Ct . C!>MPAN~ ·~

}10Mf!=~.-~::~•.:::~ •~
THE UNIVERSfTY C}i{fER -~~:,/Z~ ~\_
-PRESENTS - .,
_
FRI.-SAT. & S-UN. at 7:30-P.M• .,_,. __.

CHARADE
Starring
• ---.
CARY GRA~T - - AUDREY.)IEPBURtf

Women Of The Night In Ulysses
By MARY McKEY
. Assistant Make-up Editor
.TJie Departmen t of · Speech
undertook_ the _'difficult task.
last Thursday and Friday of
presenting a microcosm of all
human experience - that is,
James Joyce's "Ulysses."
The production was an
adaption of Ulysses in Nighttown and was directed by Kay
Kelly, assistant professor of
Speech.
ULYSSES IN_ Nighttown is
one segment of a day in the
lives of citizens of Dublin ill
the year 1904. Yet the events
are not told on a single -level.
TheY are symbolic of the
activity of .Man in the World
and run from a realistic description of Dublin, to the psychological exploration of the
personality and consciousness
of Leopold Bloom, ·to the final
a,nd mos_t · complex level of
symbolism, which suggests
many aspects of human experience . .. ·
• jpyce, . however; presents
the consciousness of his characters directly, without any
explai:iatory comment.
THUS, THE audience for
' "Ulysses" must not perceive
in the Itraditional manner. All
preconceptions mqst be left at
the ruior and ·t11e players ·a1.
lowed tg l~ad; Nlthout worrying whetlier tlie ' language is
being used "correctly '' or not.
_Unfortunately, this transition did µot:.gompletely occur
Friday night. The quaint, mel~ow flµte of earl Cuseo and
the narrator, Gene Burkett,
set the stage for unusual
th-ings to follow.
·- Ed De Young as Dr. Mulligan opened with the speech of ·
Proteus which is difficult -to
'follow·, until "you get the
"feel" of Joyce. This was
complicate d by DeYoung's
slight slurring of his words
perhaps in trying for an 'accent.
THE · AUDIENCE immedi- .
ately became fidgety with. feet
shuffling _and c o u g hi n g.
DeYoung appeared to feel
this, and as a result, his singing exit felt forced .

But being a Proteus - like
chartcter, his either performances were quite different
and quite good,
.
Russell Fredericks on played
Stepheri not as a s t r o n g
character, but with sensitivity, even through the drunken
hallucinations.
STRONG -AND delightful,
however, was every character
played by Sam Crutchfield.
From - Simon · through to
Jimmy Henr y, he displayed a
sly humor arid complete believea'bility.
Another .strong character,
the Madame of t he whorehouse, • Bella, as - played by
Sherry Knight, was forceful,
dominating · and extremely
gross.
THE REST OF the charac. ters in · the street , however,
seemed often self • conscious
while performing the nighttown back"ground. The tableau
unified them though into a
striking, frozen effect. Even
more unity and perfection occurred - during the crowd
scenes.
At · these points excitement ·
ran high and full whether Leopold Bloom -was being condemned - or praised.
Bob Yanez got off to a shaky
start in the -carriage· sequence
'!9n~G

And

:so

by speaking . with his back. to
the audience and so softiy
that beyond the tenth row he
could not be understood. Al- ·
though the constant , shuffling
of the audience at this point
did lllOt add to · the atmosphere.
YE1f YANEZ picked up in
the street scene and completeA "WHY, .WHAT FOR AND
ly became Bloom in his hum- · how?" discussion with ·the
ble servitude to Molly, his - faculty -was held last W~dneswife.
day and ran ·from 3 p.m. until
Molly Bloom, played by 5 p.m.
Naomi Van Steelandt, was a
"The dialogue is a valuable ·
sensuous, sexy· slut - a per- intercourse that airs ideas alformance to remember f o r though no definite conclusions
your own reasons.
are expected," said · Frank.
Anyone offended by the per- Rampolla; assistant professor
formance must first admit of Fine Arts.
sharing some of her experi,ilt,'s value lies ·in elucidaences and feelings or they tion of erudite ideas," he said.
.could never understand
THURSDAY .THE F-i I m
enough to be offended.
"Matte" by Ron Taylor. w_as
THE PERFORMANCE as shown. The film was part 9f
stated was a 'difficult under- Taylor's _resume in applying
taking a\ld an audience capable of understanding Joyce
was an essential.
The wandering attention of
Friday night's audience and
the uncertaint y and obvious
youth ·of many of the .cast led
.to a disquieting chord in the
production.
·
However, to tackle James
Joyce and bring it off at all is
f
~ t=~-to oe- comm ended. -- · -

BUSINESS AUDITORIUM
(BSA)

I

'

JUST.WHAT
TO ORDER!"

A
PIZ ZA .

6s ·c
Al ANDROS COFFEE SJfOP.,-

Served from 5:30 p.in; until closing
· ONE OF THE GREATEST. BUYS EVER!
w·1rH ALL GA_RNISH $1.15 COMPLETE
15c FOR EACH ADDITIONAL GARNISH

TEMPLE TERRACE LOUNGE

and Cut Rate liquors .
8448 56th Street

TEMPLE TERR~CE CUT RATE
, LIQUORS
5326 BUSCH BLVD.

NEXT TO PANTRY PRfDE

G.OLDEN GATE
SPEEDWAY

STOCK CAR RACES

located On E. Fowler·½ Mi. W. of U.S. 301.
A Hop and Skip From the University

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M.
FRIDAY: LATE MODELS & TORNADO
SATURDAY: SPRINTS, EARLY MODELS,
_BOMBERS
Golden Gate Speedw ay

ADULTS $2.00 CHILDREN 6-12 YRS. 50c

Speech .To D,i
Hurly Burly :\
-k ..
Rile "o
1\.1:· ~

-llJE

. .! ~s •· ~v· :r~·- · ~. :;-.r. :~::-,,

·w ent Ulysse$

• • •

By CLARE ODOM
Correspondent .

'.

."Hurly · Burly Ric Rock" is
t~e kookie title of the Speech
. -- 'Departme nt's _production· for
Coffee House Number 4, -_to.day in- the E1_1gineering Build- .
•ing at 2 p.m. ·
.
·
, Arranged _and directed by
Dr. Raymond J. Schneider,
speech instructor, this "po_p
lyric theafre piece" is mod, ,
Antic poetry from Steven Vinantic poetry from Steven VirrWorking with song and
dance for aqded spice, Schrt~i- ·
der- a,nd the "pl~yer$'' hiive·
created something that surely
,vill leave you laughing. ·
The c a s t members are:
Steve Coquet, Paula Hinton,
Dave Hunter, , Peggy _Chandler, Debbi ·Scalli, Hilda
Lough, Patsy Laiin a11d David
. Dial.

.

ADMISSION 35c -

can tiring benefit to both,"
said Anthony Stoeveken, lecturer, in Fine' Arts.
Announcement of the dialogue is by word of mouth and
at th is point meetings are _
planned spontaneously.

the

The Touchables': 'Joanna' And 1
This Month's Mo d Mod MoJi~S
By BOB JEROME
Correspondent
ENTER "JOANNA" and
'-'The Touchables" this
months' Mod, Mod movies which means we're in London,

for a position at USF. The discussion following hashed over
both the technique and the
content of the film .
"A dialogue between faculty
and students is of great im portance. Only expanding of it

we're in · our ·. fab Carna-by mitted." However, she drifts
Street gear, -and we're swing- · away from her studies and ining!
.
dulges in more bed-hopping
"Joanna," with its homage than soul-searching. (H e r
to Fellini and Jean-Luc God- essential innocence · is preard, is the lesser of two evils· served in a scene
which a suitin fact, it is a creamy bon-bo; case-carry ing woman catches
to be ;enjoyed if - swallowed Joanna and her husband makwhole instead of chewing it.
ing love, and our wide-eyed
Part of its success, in a sea heroine pipes up,
"Have you
of stunning visuals courtesy of been on
a trip?")
camerama n Walter Lassally,
AT FADEOliT Joanna, with
js the personal -touch of neo- .child, departs for home, ·b ut in
phyte director Michael Saine, , a cheeky' cheery bit of bora one•time British pop singer, rowed Fellini,
the ~hole cast
actor ("Seaside -Swingers "), assembles at the railway statio
links
kick'
· ·ts
and _ motion picture critic
. . n,
ai:ms, . .s up. 1
(Films & Filming). Whatever heels, and smgs a rmky-tink
his shortcomin gs (and his farewell song to "Joanna; our
critics call him "a Jack of all top banana."
trades and master of none"),
"THE TOUCHABLES" reSarne is hip, and th.is glossy sembles nothing so much as
look at a . glassy-eyed girl Britain's answer to " Three in
often reflects · his under- the Attic."
'
standing of the current "with
In the film's best sequence,
it" ways.
a quartet of mini-skirted
PLAYING Trilby to Sarne's teeny-boppers nick a wax
directorial Svengali is the image of Michael Caine from
other reason for seeing this a pop art museum. It's a dry
film - Genevieve Waite. Part ·run, of course, since _t hey
T\viggy, part Candy, she is a have -their hewts set on kidsqueaky-voiced -bird who ap- napping a Beatie-style pop
pears so straight, so true that singer (David Anthony).
it is difficult too determine
DRES.SED AS NUNS, they
·whether Miss Waite is acting pull off the abduction at a
or simply playing ·a ·· character charity dinner, and when the
very much like her~elf.
• poor fellow awakens ·h e finds
The Joanna of the title himself spread-eagled on . a
comes from the provinces to plush bed in a fancy plastic
study art in London, and she dome somewhere in the counsoon learns she must "be com~. ty.

.

..

..

" Why?" he asks. And .one of
The Totichables ans w -e-r s,
"You.' re the solution to the leisure problerp; the flavor of
_the month."
.
·
·
Of the - preda_tory
· .female~,
-Kafuy Simmonds has a youth-ful innocerice which is not entirely obscured by the· occa- .
sional violence and _methodi~
. cal sex of the movie,' and Th~,
-lush photographic effects . can
alinost be enjoyed; ii,$ color. ·ab- , .
_stracts. But likeJ ts .American ·
_.counterpa rt, "T h·e ·Toucli· ables" i .11
Ul-~ • , •., •, ~,
s SI Y, v ar w,re<1.1
· and probably destined 'to 'if~
tra t
• bl
c·.
c a siza e audience. -

"Eight Experienced

Cosmetologists To Serve Yau"

TERRACE
llEAUT Y SALON

Temple. Terrace Shopping Center
Phone 988-2798 .

43 firtits-42 seconds and .
25 thirds in National Competition across the U.S. qualified 17
Datsun Sports Cars for the 1968 American Road Race
of Champions at Riverside Raceway. Datsun is.the car to beat ••• the track or on the streel
.

on

Datsun 2000 with 135 OHC horses. 5-speed ,
transmission . Datsun 1600 with 96 horsepower, 4-speeds.
Both luxury equipped with over $300 in no-cost extras!

Drive the track stars today at:

FELLOWS MOTO R CO.
815 W. KENNEDY

I

Tryouts To _Be Held
",_ fQr.~~eperfo.
ry F~stiva I
.
../-

~

.

. . . -::

,_.

Try-outs will be held Sun- goes e_ut to Hollywood to make
.d,ay q.ncl Moncicl-y a t 7 :30. p.m ., ·~-it :big on the silver screen .
-,for- The<!-tr-e'-~USF's Repertocy '_ " F amily Night at the
Festival ·- Cinema Summer. Bijou," under the supervision
- _: Auditions \ViJl be P1 the T hea- of F rank Morse, will fe atur e
-~ . . tre~_--,c : . ':. '. . .: '
a n authent ic- film of the peri. od; with varie ty performances
from members of the company, free dishes, and Bank
Night. _ .

RAIIDIUR
OF·EIROPE

·England, Belgium, Holland, Germany,
A~stria, Italy, Switzerland,.-f ranee
rn

Europe es~orted throughout
_
For Reservations
No Service Charge
Call or Come To

WORLD TRAVEL CENTER

Faculty Voice
·Recital Soon

2426 Hillsboro Plaza

UP YOU
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(~:F[ETCH.JR 'LIVINGSTON
:special conside.ration given to·
.A.II USF.students -and.facul'ty
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-. OVE~ 450 CARS and trucks .in
stock .ready for immediate
- delivery ·

.
--. -eliv -of y ·.
-·ase present your reservation

..

}-

·'

~ ·, FE~A_
N·CHEVROLET
/

, 407 Jackson
TQ,npa 229~2911

;

.__.
'

,

,

Phone:
877-9566

